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ABSlUAtrr
The deviations from Koo[Wi;ins' one-electron model of photuioni7.ation
which lead to satellite structure in the phot or Uct ton spectrum are
cxanincd within the fomulism of configuration interaction (ill. The
mechanisms which contribute to satellite intensity nay be classified
as continuum state configuration interaction, final ionic state
configuration interaction, and initial state confip.ural ion interaction.
The discussion centers around the last two mecit.misns, U I - M - heiiij:
the prime confrihutors to the satellite intensity tell a h o w

threshold.

Specific examples of theoretical "spectra" are presented for the
:

l'(ls) legion of lil and the Is res ion of neon.

The agreement between

theory and experiment is found to he excellent.

In these two instances,

initial state configuration interaction contributions increase the
satellite intensity and are of nearly C(|U.il importance to the final
ionic state mixing.
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r.

IS-IWWC/ION

I'hotoclcctron spectroscopy (!TSJ provides a very powerful means
of studying the iittcrnal structure of atoms, molecules, anJ solids.

In

a very general sense VIS is no different from, for example, optical
absorption spectroscopy:

the resonant absorption of Iii'.hl lake, the

system from -one initial state, character! ;:od !>y the wave futict ion Y •,
to a final state specified by '.lie wave fund ion ':,. An important
difference, however, between l'1'.S and many of the oilier absorption
spectroscopies arises because the final state: observed in l'l'-i lie
in the continuum with respect to ionization.

Absorption of a photon

thus results in the ejection of at leasi one electron from the syslcm,
and it is the Kinetic energy and u m b e r of these "photo-electrons"
(rather than the attenu.it ion of the photon bean) which is experimentally
determined.

The technuiue in this respect is therefore akin to an

emission spect rosoopy.
In the pboloionir.at ion process the familiar energy conservation
ectuat ion

hv = i:

f

- h\

(i)

must, of course, be s a t i s f i e d .

It is helpful lo define a general final

state reached by absorption of t.'ie photon as a superposition of ninny
iiepeiie_r.lt e s t a t e s •<>.,

*r" j UK

•

In this I'.oneral description we should rccoe.nir.c that there may be a
"i|itasi-bound" state embedded in the continuum at this energy, but

m

most of (lie available states partition the total energy, h , into two
f

components:
E

f

= V.. * T.

,

(3)

where 1-. is the energy of an ionic stat~ and 'I', is tlie kinetic energy of
the ionised electron.

The moasureincnt of the kinetic energy of the

electron focuses our attention on a particular state ty., and we have:
hv = (1-. + T.) - E. I EJ * T.

J

J

1

"

,

(4)

)

where the quantity li, is defined as the binding energy of the plui toe lection.
Tie most commonly used experimental procedure is therefore to fix
the photon frequency and scan the photoclcctron kinetic energy spectrum
for peaks in intensity.

Observation of a peak at an energy T. implies

the existence of an excited ionic state separated from the initial slate
hy an energy lli. This yields information about the ionic states

A

the sample, and, to some degree, about the properties of tiie initial
state.
D

c

>' \ f\

The probability of observing an electron of energy T., given
<'

s

related to the cross-section for pliotoioiiir.at.'->r:. Ihis

provides further information about both states involved in the transition.
It is important to note that if one simply observed the attenuation of
the photon flux, the information obtained would pertain to a combination
of absorption processes involving all the ionic stales that are
energetically accessible to the radiation.

The average of PIS is that

it allows ihe study of specific ionic states.
Although an experimental technique which permits one to "catalog"
the energies of the ionic slates of chemical species would certainly
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!«.- of some intere-t to some people some of the time, This feature
alone could obviously net generate the a c t i v i t y that lias characterized
this field in the past Id years.

The interest stems from the fact

that ttic bin.liny, energies measured arc related, via Koopmans' Theorem,
to the Ifcirlree-I-'ock orbital energies in tlie i n i t i a l s t a t e .

'Iliese

one-electron enerr.ies |>lay a central role iri our iinderstandinr, of the
properties of ate;;,.., molecules, and solids.

'Ilius, in a first approxi

mation, PHS allous one to study "atomic o r b i t a l - " , "molecular <n b i t a l s " ,
and the "one-electron density of s t a t e s " . "

As the field matures,

however, more and more examples of s t r i c t l y many-electron effect-, are
lieilift discovered.

Perhaps the most dramatic example is the observation

of s a t e l l i t e structure associated with each "one-electron" (primary)
peak,

These s a t e l l i t e s are s t r i c t l y forbidden within Ke.opm.ins' ine-

clectron model, but are sometimes as intense a.- the primary peal..
This tiiesis will deal primarily with ihc theoretical description
of thest s a t e l l i t e states in free atoms and molecules; i . e . , their
energies, the transition probabilities for reaching I hem via photon
absorption, and the additional information they provide about l i e
electronic structure of the system under study.

Many of the results

which omors'.e are also applicable to other experimental techniques
which deal with ionic states--electron impact ionization ( c , 2 e ) , and
X-ray emission, for example.

In Chapter II the basic theoretical

formalism for the interaction of the radiation field with an N-clectron
system will be reviewed.

The nature of the wavefunctions used to

describe electronic slates is presented in Chapter I I I , alone, with a
discussion of Koopmans' Theorem and "hole s t a t e " liar! ree-Pock calculation-..

-4In Chapter IV, the physical concepts wliicn emerge from a study of these
wsvefunrtions will be used to characterise the ionic states observed in
PKS, as well as to provide qualitative guidelines as to the mechanisms
throug!) which they acquire intensity.

Chapter V analyzes many-electron

effects in the photoionization cross-section in terms of the logical
hierarchy of approximations commonly employed in electronic structurecalculations.

Sum rules which relate intensities and energies ate

also discussed.

Specific cases of satellite structure in Hi-' and neon

arc presented in the final two chapters, VI and VIII.
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Ri:( i:ui:Nas
1.

T. Kooomans, Physica 1_, K M (1053).

2.

To l>c more specific, the binding energies of the primary peaks are
approximately given by the one-electron eigenvalues of the
canonical llartree-Iock equations for closed shell (ami some classes
of open shell) systems.

The canonical eigenvalues arc but one

of an infinite number of equally acceptable solutions to the
Hart ice

lock equations.

In practice, with 1 he exception of atomic

species, one usually furthermore, expands the solutions in a
finite basis set.

To summarize:

the binding energies are

approximately given by the approximate eigenvalues of an approximately
correct HarciiItonian.

The most casual reader should noiv have no

problem in understanding many of the advantages of PUS vs other
spect j'oscop i c t echn ifjtics.
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ii.

i.vniuenON ivini -mi:

KAJHATJON' I II:I.I> ,\:;I>

1

jim-ium-;. \ n a s

Wo begin by briefly reviewing the semiclassic.il treatment <ii the
interaction of radiation with nutter.

As Schiff

points out, the term

"sciiiiclassical" refers to the assumption that tin- radiation field
nuiy be treated classically (hithin the framework nf Uixwel I '•• iipi.it urn--1,
whereas the system of particles is treated quantum mechanically.

Tin

approximation has tho advantage of simplicity and, for the .-ib-.orpt inn
of radiation, gives the same results as ciii.-uit.iun field thenry.
A.

The Dependent Perturbations and l-'erai'-. linlden Mule

Consider a system of particles in a stationary ^ a t e of :t tune
independent electrostatic llamiltonian W„.

At some time tj, a

time dependent term is introduced w.iich represent', the electromagnetic
field.

The field is assumed to he weak enough to he considered a

small perturbation, but this disturbance may induce transitintr. to
other stationary states of the particle ilami ltonian.

The methods

of time-dependent perturbation theory can be used to learn Un
provability that the system will lie found in one of these states at
some later time t,.
1

The stationary states, I , of If satisfy the Si hrodingci equal inn
0 n

K

n n

J

and have a simple oscillatory evolution in time

-Ci/r.) E t

yt)

=e

n

v

n

.

(to
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A i;cn<-7'n] solution of thr equations of mo 1 * t ,1
1

<<> -'jp- - v

u

)

(7)

for some arbitrary slate V(t) can uc written

-(.</>>)
t-(i) = ;: c e
n "

r. t
"

*
"

.

(8)

1

The square modulus of the coefficient, !c I ", is independent of time.
l! j'.ives the probability of observing the superposition state, :(t),
in si mr ci pens tali- V .
n
N

If a time dependence i

i;

present in (lie Haniltonian; i.e., if

X = 3f • V(t)

(9)

Q

then li(. (S) is no longer a general solution of the wave equation.
In fact there are no longer actually any stationary states.

Ilouever,

the form of the !tai 1 tcitian in- have chosen (liij. (!>)) implies lh.it it
still nay be useful to expand the genera] solution in terns of the
complete set of stationary states associated v.ith If.. Thus the
.solution is still given by lip (8), but uc must now consider the
expansion coefficients to be time-dependent.
Substitution of liq. (S) into the Schro'dinger equation

iu dl(t). „
=

( t )

(10)

yields equations of motion governing the expansion coefficients.
dc (t)
k

* t
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whcre V.

is the matrix element of the perturbation between the

unperturbed states,

and

From this point we proceed as usual in perturbation theory. The
coefficients for which we wish to solve are expressed as a power series
in the perturbation, usually taken only to first order.

Integration

of this equation yields a probability amplitude for observing the
arbitrary state ¥,.
In anticipation of the nature of the specific perturbation to be
considered later, we note that if the system is originally in some
eigenstate, ¥., of X

and if the perturbation depends harmonically on

the time,
at

V(t) = V /
Q

,

(14)

then the probability of finding the system in an eigenstate V.
which lies in the lontinuura, i.e., |c,(t)| , is directly proportional
to ':he time tli3t the perturbation has been active.

It is also known

that because the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, there is a finite
probibility that transitions will take place to final states V. for
which the energy conservation equation a> = H,.

V.- is not satisfied.

As t increases, however, the transition probability sharply "peaks"
about that state or group of states for which the energy conservation
equation is satisfied. For the photoionization problems we are

-9-

intercstcd in wc may safely assume the hitter condition, which finally
leads us to a transition probability per unit time:

Vi-T

^)|<* |v! l
k

2

05)

V

This expression is known as Fermi's "Golden Rule No. 2". Here P..
is the transition probability per unit time for the process II. -» ¥,_.
(with I:. = I:. ^ lico).

'Die tora p(Iv) is the density of final states

with energy IL.
B.

The Classical Radiation Ijield and the
PHbtociectron Cross Section

In older to use Kq. CIS) to calculate the transition probabilities
induced by the electromagnetic field, wc must decide upon the form of
the perturbation V.

It is possible to show by correspondence arguments

that the Harailtonian describing a system of spinlcss particles of
charge-c and mass m in an electromagnetic field is given by

*"^

+

+

2

(^™-^*! ^ l W ) - < *

•

C")

Although we are not specifically interested in spinlcss particles,
the interaction between the spin of the electron and the incident light
wave is negligible.

'She operator X

represents the Hamilton!an describing

the particles in the absence of the field, and the vector -iliV is a
sum of momentum operators for the individual particles
V = Z(V.)

.

(17)

The radiation field itself is described by the vector potential A and
a scalar potential i|>. 11ie.se arc related to the electric and magnetic

-10field strengths, !: and li, by

B - . I ^ A - V *
CiR]
H = VxA
There is sonic flexrulity in choosing the potentials which define the
field, and, for fields such as those associated with a light wave,
it is common to work in the Coulomb gauge.

In this case we have

V-A = 0

(19)
<|> = 0
Since we have assumed that the field is weak, we furthermore neglect
the term in |A|",

a I X

' iiiia]ly obtain:

3C = 3C„ - - — A-V
0
mc - -

Vft) = ^ £ . A - V
mc ~ ~

(20)

.

C21)

Now the vector potential for radiation propagating in the form
of a plane wave of wave vector q and frequency w can be written

A =

UJY.

/ --£q*r •i.m'c
-iq-r --(u>t\
(e ~ ~e
+ e ~ ~e
/

(22)

lvhere u is a unit vector specifying the direction of the electric field
vector (the polarization), and A., is the amplitude of the potential.
The intensity associated with this plane wave is related to the square
of tiic amplitude:
2
I - -,-- A„
2nc 0
?

.

(23)
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Sincc the perturbation is harmonic and we arc considering a final state
t.

which lies in the continuum, we can substitute fi[s. (21)-(23) into

Eq. (15) and find that

m ecu

'

'

This is an expression for the transition probability per unit time from
state ?. to state ¥. with E. > £•.

Only the second comj>oncnt of the

vector potential (Kq. (22)) has contributed to this result.
This probability is generally expressed in a somewhat different
form.

The cross section, o, is defined as the total transition

probability per unit time divided by the incident photon flux.

This

flux is simply the intensity of the electromagnetic field divided by
the photon energy.

A more convenient quantity, however, is the

differential cross section for ejection of an electron in a small solid
angle, dfi, with respect to some axis, e.g., that of the electric field
vector.

This is given by
do,

.2

i

m Co)

'

.

.to • r

i,

'

where P(IV) is the density of final states corresponding to the given
solid angle.
This completes the development of the cross section for photoionization
in a purely formal way.

The major assumption which has been made thus

far is that the interaction between the electrons and the electromagnetic
field is small enough that it can be treated in first order.

The final

assumption about the field which we have not discussed thus far, but

-12is generally made, involves the exponential factor in the matrix
element (l.q. (25)).

It can be expanded in the series

"IT
e ~ ~ = 1 + -cq-r + l/2(iq-r)

?

+ . . .

(20)

If only the first term in this sum is retained, the resulting
simplification is known as the "djpole approximation".

Since the

momentum of the photon is directly proportional to q, it is sometimes
referred to as the neglect of photon momentum; this omission will
obviously become less acceptable as the photon energy increases. !'or
the purposes of PliS, the dipole approximation should be rather good
as long as q « k , where k is the wave vector of the photoclectron."

-13-
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RP.lMltlS.'Ci;S
Nearly every

introductory quantum mechanics text presents ;i discussion

of the scmiclassical treatment.
quantum field theory.

Many also include sections on

See, e.g., Schiff, Quantum mechanics (Mcf.rai.-

Mi 11 Book Co., N Y ) ; Mer:baclicr, Quantum Mechanics f.Jolin Wiley f. Sons,
Inc., N Y ) .
Here, and elsewhere, the summation sign indicates a summation over
discrete states and, ivhen appropriate, integration over continuous
variables.
The two most common expressions for the transition moment in the
dipolc approximation are the velocity and length forms.
wavcfuiict ions, the two arc equivalent and related by

< \ M V -—TT-— <\inv

•

For exact

-Mm.

Tin: KAVI JUNCTIONS

I.ct us now consider the cigenstatcs of the electrostatic llami lt'unian
in the absence of perturbation.

In systems containing two or more

electrons, exact solutions of the Schrodingcr equation do not exist,
and we arc forced to seek appropriate approximations.

As the structure

of the final ionic states and the mechanisms from which they derive
oscillator strength are usually interpreted in the language

oT these

approximations, it is helpful to examine in some detail what they imply
about the electronic structure of the system and the nature of Un
ionization process.
The vavefunctions which we seek are eigenstates of

the non-relativistic

electrostatic Hamiltonian for an N-clcctron system in the field of a
nucleus of charge Z,
N
5f

0=E[-

N
1/2V

N

+

i-?7] EX;r7:

i=l

i

j>i

•

C">

J

'Ihe first term in brackets represents the kinetic energy and nuclear
attraction operators for the i

electron and the last term is the

Coulombic interaction between electrons i and j.
Nearly all work on this problem involves the use of the Variation
Principle.

This approach employs an approximate form for the N-electron

wave Timet ion

that contains adjustable parameters which are then varied

to minimize the expectation value of the ilainiltonian. As long as
2
certain conditions are met, the energy found in this way must be an
upper bound to the actual energy, and the optimized parameters define
the best approximation to the true wavefunction available within the
confines of that particular model.

If several models arc compared,

-1Sand the calculations arc ah initio in the sense that no empirical or
semi-empirical "fiddling around" is done in the variation, then the.
model which yields the lowest energy must, therefore, yield a more
accurate wavefunction.

Ilowevcr, it is not necessarily the case that

the expectation values of operators other than the Hainiltonian converge
to their exact values in the same manner that the energy docs.
Chapter VII contains an example of a situation where a relatively
large improvement in the energy lias a negligible effect on satellite
intensities computed from the wavefunction, whereas an additional
small decrease in the energy leads to a great improvement in the
intensities.
A.

One-l;lectron Models

The one-electron approximation lies at the heart of our qualitative
understanding of electronic structure and is nearly always the starting
point for further refinements in the theory.

The basic assumption is

that the N-clectron ivavcfunction can be expressed in a form which
involves N one-electron functions. The simplest wavefunction of this
type is the Hartrcc product, in which the motion of any one electron
is assumed to be completely independent of the others; i.e.,
Y (l,2, . . . N) = 4^(1) « (2) . . . * (N)
n

2

N

.

(28)

The spin orbital $.(1) is a function of the coordinates of electron 1,
and is the product of a spatial function, >;, (r, ,?.,•]). and a oneelectron spin function, a(l) or B(l).
If we assume the motion of each electron is governed by a central
field, the one-electron functions will be hydrogen-like.

The l\)

arc

-10thus products of a radial function and a spherical harmonic,
(

*i " = W

Y

im<°i-*i>

•

"

(2y)

The quantum numbers n, t and m arc the same as those in the hydrogen
problem and so we speak of the orbitals as being s, p, or d-like, etc.
The radial function IR „(r) is regarded as adjustable and application
of the variational technique (subject to the constraint that the
radial function should remain normalized to unity) leads to a set
of N inlegro-differcntial equations which determine the optimum set
of orbituls {<J>}. Each such orbital must satisfy a pseudo-Schriidingcr
equation for an effective llamiltonian in which the potential is
provided by the nuclear attraction and the spherically-averaged
Coulombic interaction with all the other electrons.

These equations

arc solved iterativcly, since the potential in which a specific
electron moves depends on the other, as yet undetermined, orbitals.
When (or if) convergence is achieved, the final potential is known
as the self-consistent field.
The llartree product (bq. (28)) suffers from the serious drawback
that it does not satisfy the requirement of antisymmetry the exact
wavcfunci ion must obey; interchange of the coordinates of two electrons
does not result in a change in the sign of the wavefunctions. 'Hie
simplest wavefunction for a closed shell atom which preserves the
product form of Hartrcc but satsifies" the antisymmetry requirement
is given by pq. (30):
* (1,2, . . . N) = A(N)(*,(1) * (2) . . . ^ ( N )
0

2

(30)

-17-

A(N) is called tlic N-elcctron antisymmetrizcr and permutes the
coordinates of the electrons in ihc direct product.

Its effect is

more explicitly seen in the equivalent form of the Slater determinant:

• CD
N

*j(2) 4. C2)

*MC2)

2

V (N)
0

(31)

172

(N!)

^ ( N ) * CN)

•4'N
MOT

2

IVhen the determinantal function above is subjected to variation
(constraining the {<)>} to remain normalised and orthogonal), the familiar
Hartree-Fock equations result:

N/2
(32a)

The c - arc tagrangian multipliers which preserve orthogonality amongst
the orbitals; the sum runs over all N/2 spatial orbitals <$.. The
lock operator

is given by
F = h + Z 2J.

K.
.1

(32b)

with the one-electron and Coulomb operators defined by
-1/2 V^ - z/i-j

(32c)

J (1) = J**(l) -^-.Ml) di.
)
J
'
J
1

1 2

(32d)

-18The exchange term is represented by an integral operator; i.e.,

K j d ) ^ U ) = U**C2J ~

^ ( 2 ) d T | 4-0)

(32o)

2

The reason K C have written out the lock equations explicitly
is to point out the presence of the Lagrangian multipliers, c...

It

can be shoivn that if the one-electron spin orbitals are subjected to a
unitary transformation, the total ivavefunction is unchanged, and the
form of the Hartrcc-I'ock equations is also invariant.

Therefore, the

spin-orbitals arc not uniquely determined, the caution should lie
employed in placing too great an importance on the "physical nature"
of these one-electron functions. Hie fact that many of the- final ionic
states important in PYS can be described in terms of the ionization
of an electron from a specific orbital rests on the success of Koopmns'
Theorem

as a fairly accurate first approximation to the ionic stale.

Koopnans, however, realized that there is an optimum set of spin
orbitals for describing ionization; the canonical set which result
from that particular unitary transformation which diagonalizes the
lagrangian multiplier matrix .

It is fortunate that Koop.ii.ins'

Theorem works as well as it docs; however, situations arise for which
one-electron descriptions are no longer adequate (as is true for the
case of satellite structure in PIS, to be discussed later).

Kigorously,

we can only say that pholoionization takes a system described by one
many-electron wavefunction to a final state characterized by another
many-electron wavefunction.

The canonical llartrec-l'ock orbitals air

"special" for describing this process because they happen to lump most

-19-

of the "many-electron" effect:', into one orbital.

Ihis is discussed

further in Section C.
Although we have been discussing the Pock equations for an atomic
system, upon the assumption of the Boni-Oppenheiiuer approximation
all principles carry over into the molecular case. The only modification
is that numerical integration of the fock equations becomes very
impractical and we arc generally forced to resort to still another
expansion,
1

k

l k

k

The functions {i|l mike up what is known as the basis s e t .

it is generally

regarded as fixed, and the variation is performed on the expansion
coefficients {C!.

This leads to the Uartree-Hock-Roothaan equations.

In the limit of a complete basis s e t , the o r h i t a l s found by this
:

method approach the llartrec-f ock o r h i t a l s .

In actual p r a c t i c e , however,

the basis set must be of a very limited size and thus seUction
of a basis which is flexible enough to describe all the U'l accurately
is a very important step in the calculation.
B.

Correlat ion and llonf igurat ion Interact ion

Ko now turn to the final refinement in the form of the unvefunction
which allows one, in p r i n c i p l e , t o approach ihe exact wavefunction to
o
any degree o f accuracy desired.
The p a r t i c u l a r method ue s h a l l

describe is not the only one available for correcting the shortcomings
of the Hart roe-Pock function, but it is the one in most common use by
quantum chemists.

Iliis mode! i s termed configuration interaction (CI),

-20-

so-called because in the early days oT quantum mechanics it was felt that
:

the l!artrce-lock wave function was not exact hccau.se of its interact fun
with low-lying excited states.
is not the case.

It lias since been recognized that this

The assumption of the central field and the spherically-

averaged potential, while accounting for the lout; range portion of the
Coulorabic interaction, does not allow for the description of the short
range instantaneous repulsion between electrons.

The fit concepts

introduced below will be u s u in the discussion of the cross section
in Chapter IV.

After the formalism is developed, the rnvs of con

figurations important for correlating various systems will be discussed.
There are an infinite number of solutions to the Nartrec-I'ock
litis. (32) in addition to those which are occupied in the flartree-l'ock
dctcrminant.
orbitals.

These unoccupied solutions are termed the virtual

Obviously, an infinite number of Slater determinants can

be formed by "exciting" electrons from one or more of the llarlreo-fock
orbitals into virtual orbitals, and the exact wavefunction can, therefore,
be expanded in this complete set of Slater determinants.

Ihus the exact

wavefunction can he written
N

V- ') = I °k k

33
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< >

where the C, arc the expansion coefficients (again generally determined
variational])-) and $. represents a specific Slater determinant.

This

added flexibility usually results in a decrease in the energy of the
waveftinction of Jess than li, but even this is often large compared
to electron affinities, reaction energetics, and other properties of
interest to the chemist,

furthermore, although the ilartree-Fock
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clectron density for a closed shell species can be shown to be
9 10
unaltered by CI in the first order of perturbation theory, '
changes in the charge density brought about by higher orders rue
often very important in the computation of dipole moments, the
7
electrostatic field at the nucleus, etc.
Hie exact for-"

T

' ••• >.-r\>-nc" ["'-'pert irs of the C • • >' tinn

are dependent of the orbital basis employed.

r

for closed- shell systems

:

such as the neon a torn, the llartree-Iock determinant dominates all
others'.

The remaining conection." have been termed "dynamical

correlations" by Sinanoglu

and can be shown to primarily reflect

sliort-range correlations in the motion of two electrons. The
inclusion of such effects thus keeps the electrons farther apart
the reduces the energy.

In the

S ground state of the neon atom,

e.g., this correlation energy lias been estimated

12

to be 10.37 cV

compared to the Ilartrec-l-'ock energy of 3497.73 eV; a difference of
approximately 0.3'..
In open-shell atoms and molecules, fundamentally different types
of CI occur.

In many cases, it is not even possible (within the usual

assumptions of doubly-occupied spatial orbitals) to write a single
determinant which possess the correct symmetry for the state in question.
Even at this level, the concept of the one electron in a particular
orbital must often be abandoned.

The asymmetry of the Coulomb

field means that it is no longer accurate to speak of individual
electrons possessing specific angular momenta as wa . the case for the
closed-shell central field.

In addition, relatively large CI effects

appear which are characterized by excitations from the llartrec-Fock
orbitals into virtual orbitals that are "nearly degenerate" with than.

-222
2
As an example, tlie 2s -»• 2p excitation is very important for correlating
the ground state of lie. Qualitatively, this type of configuration
interaction is in essence simply relaxing certain restrictions which
are placed on the one-electron functions in the traditional Hartrec:

I ock method; e.g., forcing the spatial orbital to accommodate both
an a and 8 spin electron, requiring the orbitals to have a specific
angular momentum, etc.

It is not surprising, then,that many extensions of

Hartree-Pock theory which relax these restrictions and yet retain a
"one-electron" like approach are fairly abundant.'
A particularly useful categorization of correlation contributions
13
to the wavefunction has been given by McKoy and Sinanoglu.
Ilicse
authors begin by partitioning the one-electron orbital space into two
distinct regions. The first is termed the "llartrec-Vock sea".

It

consists of the orbitals which arc occupied in the llartrcc-l'ock con
figuration and those which are nearly degenerate with the IhrtrecTpock
set.

For example, in Be the sea (also sometimes called the internal

set) consists of the Is, 2s, and 2p orbitals.

In a molecule the internal

set is usually defined as all those molecular orbitals which originate
from "internal" atomic orbitals. That is, the internal set in a first
row diatomic would consist of the six sigma and two pi orbitals which
are formed from the Is, 2s, and 2p functions on the constituent atoms.
The second region (the external set) contains all those orbitals
:

not included in the !Iartree-lock sea which are necessary to form a
complete space of one-electron functions.
into three categories:

Correlation is then divided
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(a)

Internal correlation--a rearrangement within the Itartree-Fock sea.
IWo electrons make a "transition" from orhitals occupied in the
Ifartree-Fock configuration to virtual orbitals within the sea.
This type of correlation is usually the most important CI effect
in the sense of large mixing coefficients.

2
2
The 2s -• 2p excitation

in beryllium is an example.
(b) Semi-internal--one electron is excited Kithin the sea while another
goes into the external space.

Certain distributions of this type

aTc responsible for the orbital polarization necessary in op^-n
shell systems to correct for the assumptions of a central field.
In terms of mixing coefficients, this effect is generally smaller
than internal correlation.
(c) External- -two electrons arc excited into the external space. These
excitations can have important consequences on the energy, but
usually lead to small mixing coefficients.

The ground state of

the neon atom is a case where this is the only correlation mechanism
possible.
In introducing these topics, we have defined the categories in terms
of two-electron excitations relative to the Hartree-Fock configuration.
In the most general form, one speaks only of distribution of electrons.
If the system contains N electrons, the internal contribution corresponds
to distributing N electrons in the internal space in all possible ways
(consistent with the Pauli principle, the symmetry of the state, etc).
The semi-internal configurations come from all distributions of the
a

type (N - l); (l)„ » nd external correlation effects are embodied
nt

xt

in the distributions (N - 2). (2)

.

-24The importance of this classification is that the first two
contributions (a and b) are the structure dependent correlation terms;
they are a function of the orbital structure of the state in question,
its symmetry, etc. The external contribution, however, is more
nearly a description of the "instantaneous" repulsion of a pair of
electrons. McKoy and Sinanoglu term it a dynamical effect.

It is

the portion of the correlation energy which can be described in terms
of 1/2(N)(N - 1) "pair" correlation energies which are roughly
transferable among states of differing N and symmetry.
C. Koopmans' Theorem
The result which Tjallings Koopmans obtained for the ionization
potential of an electron is certainly well known. It would seem to
this writer that he is probably the most referenced economist in the
chemistry and physics literature. 14 It is less widely understood
exactly what it is that Koopmans was trying to show. This subject is
treated briefly in this section.
Earlier, we mentioned that because the Hartree-Fock determinant
is invariant under a unitary transformation of its orbitals, it is
not immediately obvious which set of orbitals is the most "physically"
meaningful. Let us assume that one set of orbitals, denoted by

W,

has been found, and then address ourselves to the problem of ionization
by construction all the primary ionic configurations which can be formed
from the set W.

If we have N electrons in the initial state, we will

have N/2 spatial orbitals ( $ . . . . Q-u/J
configurations:

and N/2 primary ionic
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in each of which we have "ionized" an electron from the spin-orbital '}-.
1

1

'Hie bar above the orbital denotes a beta spin function.
The binding energies will be given by
E^ = i! d\) - Or'^N - DlJC^'^X - 1)?

(35)

GS

where £_„(!*.') is the total Hnrtrce-Pock energy of the ground state.

These

ionization potentials will depend on our original choice of orhitals
through the last term, am! the best wavefunction for the lowest ionic
state of a given symmetry can be found by minimizing the last term.
When we restrict the space available for the variation to just the set
of occupied ground state orbitals, we can write the optimal orbitals
{$'} in terms of the ground state orbitals:

^

=

*' H*
Koopraans showed that the transformation U which minimized the ionic
state energy was the one which diagonalizcs the I-agrangian multiplier
matrix in !'q. (321 and results in the canonical orbitals.

The familiar

result is that 1 he binding energy for orbital i is given in this
representation as -t... N'ewton

has emphasiz, .1 that this variational

approach provides an upper bound to the energy of the lowest ionic
state of a given symmetry only.
There is another feature of the canonical orbitals which makes
them particularly useful for describing ionization.

If we form the

Hamiltonian matrix of the primary ionic configurations in terms of an
arbitrary orbital set, it will in general not lie diagonal
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W

1

i^'W^h

*

I

= -jq^lhlct,.) * JJ <;,.|2.l

K^H", >J •

(

f")

This follows from the Slater-Condon rules for dctenuinantal wavclinu t ions
which differ by a single o r h i t a ! replacement.
the right is sircply an off-diagonal
matrix.

Note that the term on

element of the N electron link

*

Thus we find (multiply l!q. (32a) on the left l>y •!'• and integrate

over a l l space)
F..

:

? <<t>.|ll<t>. > = f.-

1

i

= -(S'" |3(|'r- >

(JK)

This important relationship means that by choosing the orbital set
which diai;onalir.es the lagrangian multiplier matrix, we have al o
effectively d i ngona i i led the CI matrix of all the primary ion if
configurations.

Thus, canonical liartrcc 1'oct. orbitals are "special"

for describing ionization because they anlicipalc a "r.eiotl) onli'i"
orbital relaxation in the final state.
To illustrate this point, consider the transition from the I'.IIHHKI
state of the mulccule carlion monoxide ( }. ) to its first ionic slate
possessing

E character,

litis transition can be described fairly

accurately in terms of the ionir.at ion of an electron from the canonical
orbital So. This "molecular orbital" closely resembles a "long pair"
on the carbon atom, but it has an appreciable ampl it title on both atomic
centers.

The dolocal ir.ed molecular orbitnls of CO can be transfomicd

into a completely equivalent set which are largely localized and
correspond to the classical concepts of electron pairs.

17

A description

of the same transition in terms of these localized orbitals could he
obtained by diagonal inim; the primary ionic configuration matrix. The

7

' ?* 'I •

energy of Il'f l o « ' s I '.'.

s t a t e I«XMIK! be t h e sane .is lli.il p r e d i c t i-d by

tin- !>•• c a r n v n i c a l o r b i t a l e n e r g y ; t h e eigenvei t n r c o r n

ponding t o

tin- s l a t i - would he a Mtperposit ion of p r i m u y i o n i c s t a t e s , ami we
would be forced t o t a l l .(IKJIH ieni r.al ioti of " p a r t of an e l e c t r o n "

frm

the carN'ii " l o n e p a i r " , -mother f i . i t l i u i i o! an e l e c t r o n frura a cait>"i:
oxygen "bonding" o r b i t a l , e t c .

In t h i s r e p i t - c n t a t i o n »11 - - t r a n s i t i o n

must lie r e f e i i c . l t o a:- ;i n m y - i ' l u l r a . prot c • •• whereas it
d e s c r i b e d a-, a one e l e c t roil p r o t c - . s in t h e i . n m i m . i l

>•• ade<|iiiltl)

11 p r e - e n t a r t " n .

Tile s a w a r g u r t - n t s apply t o Hlocli vs '.•.'.inn i el' f u n c t i o n s i.Iien J i Mil' •• • i r.g
a solid.

Hi is p o i n t h.r- l a r g e l y been u n a p p r e c i a t e d !>;' p h o t o c l c c t r u n

s p e c t r o s c o p i s l s , and t h e q u e s t i o n of what o m ' l i t u t e s " a m y • Ixxly"
effects

in i o n i r a l i o n i s meaningful <mly w i t h i n t h e conle.\i of a

s p e c i f i c r e p r e s e n t at ion.
I).
'Hie t i r s i

McJKmald's 1?i<-oreia and ".'SCI-'" C a l c u l a t i o n s
s t e p in moving beyond koopinatr.' d e s c r i p t ion of a prm.ii>

i o n i c s t a t e is u s u a l l y uli.it i s termed a ".'.SIT" c a l c u l a t i o n .
it is identical
ionic s t a t e .
(just

1'hilosophi

t o Koopraans' approach of minimir.ing t h e energy of

'Hie new twist

i s t h a t , as opposed t o l i m i t e d

the

variation

in t h e space of the occupied ground s t a t e o r b i t a l s ) , one u s e s tin-

entire orbital

sjiacc (occupied • v i i l u a l ) ;

in o t h e r words, a s e p a r a t e

Hartroe-I'orV c a l c u l a t i o n i s done f o r t h e ion and t h e b i n d i n g energy
o b t a i n e d as t h e d i f f e r e n c e

is

in t h e t o t a l e n e r g i e s of t h e two s t a t e s

involved.
In a p u r e l y formal v e i n , t h i s i n c r e a s e d v a r i a t i o n a l
must r e s u l t

flexibility

in a d e c r e a s e i n t h e binding energy (a r e l a x a t i o n energy)

compared t o Koopmans

1

result.

More i m p o r t a n t l y , t h e r e l a x a t i o n enorgv

has a very p h y s i c a l i n t e r p r c t n t i o n .

It r e f l e c t s an a d d i t i o n a l

-28rearrangemont of the electrons in the system to shield the positive
hole left by the ionization event.

This response is a function of

the molecular environment, and relaxation can have important con
sequences in phenomena such as the chemical shift and multiplet
splitting.

"

As we will see in a later chapter, it is also responsible

for one of the mechanisms which populate the satellite slates observed
in ITS.

furthermore, the relaxation associated with core orbital

ionization can be shown to he very similar to the orbital rearrangement
which occurs in one of the most fundamental acid-base reactions:
proton attachment.

This relationship, when combined with the effects

of changes in the initial state environment, means that shifts in corelevel binding energies in a series of molecules can be related to the
shifts in their proton affinities; a connection which provides insight
into both core-level shifts and chemical reactivity."

' 'llms orbital

relaxation plays an important role in PI'S as well as in other situations.
In carrying out the ASC1 calculations proposed above, a problem
:

7

arises which has its origins in McDonald's Theorem."
summarized as follows:

It can be

the N roots of the secular equation which

results from applying the variation principle to a model function of H
parameters necessarily yield upper bounds to only the N lowest exact
solutions.
McDonald's Theorem is often used to argue that SCF and CI
calculations on highly excited hole states of atoms and molecules arcnot necessarily upper bounds, for instance, the Is hole state in
2
neon lies well above all the excited states of S symmetry based on
the 2s hole state (including the continuum of "shakcoff" states). In

-29order to guarantee a rigorous upper hound to tlie energy of thi-. state
we would have to include at least as many configurations as there are
lower states (an obvious technical difficulty since this number is
infinite), or, alternatively, constrain the Is hole state wavefunction
to be orthogonal to the exact wavefunctions of all the lower states
(another non-trivial problem).

In spite of these difficulties, il is

possible to do llartrcc-t-'ock and configuration interaction calculationon these states that converge to a reasonable energy, and which
,r

24 >
(when compared to experiment) appear to provide upper hounds.
'"'
Bagus

24

has pointed out that this implies we have extremely closely

satisfied the criterion of orthogonality to all lower states, a
result which adds even more support to the shell model of electronicstructure.
This author has never experienced any convergence or "variational
collapse" problems in calculations on hole states in atoms.

Inis

Is also the case for core levels in molecules, but not so for the
valence molecular orbitals.

The valence hole states of carbon monoxide

serve as an explicit example of these problems.

CO has the ground

state SC1-' occupancy
. 2, 2. 2. 2 2, 4,1 +,
lo 2o JO 4u 5o lit ( Z )
C

Although there are no problems in obtaining an SCf solution for the So
hole state (the lowest ionic state of

E

.symmetry), the 4o hole state

gradually collapses into the 5o hole state during the course of the
;

SCF iterations, as shown in l ig. 1.
These SCI-' results wore obtained by an "annihilation of singles"
procedure

utilizing a root-shifting technique suggested by Groin and
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Di.-m;;.*

Miile this root-shi ft inr, trick slows th>Mi the col lap-c, it

Joes not prevent

it.

It is interest ini; to note lli.ii the •)•) huh-

slate initially drops very quickly from the Koopuin-.' Ihcorcm value,
appears to level off a hit, ami then collapses inlo tiie 5<i hole slate.
At first sij:ht, oneraii'.hlexpect a plateau to he a rather J;IKH!
approximation to the rcla.vcd ionic stale, ami uilh a lar/cr -.hift one
can damp the collapse even more.

It w o u M he hazardous to conclude,

however, that this plateau represents an upper hound ami one huuld
have to treat the solution iiith skepticism.

In fact, a comparison

of the binding energy predicted by the plateau (ld.r> eV) vs 1 IK:

experimental result (I'.).S eV) is not encotirafiinc., since mosl -1S(.'I

calculations employing a lias is set of similar quality reproduce valence
level binding energies to witliin :" 1. f> oV.
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CATIICW

Ail example of variationai c o l l a p e is provided by plotting 1'ie
1

energy of the carbon monoxide Aof natural orbital iteration ."
the Koop:r.-ins ' 'Jlit'oreir; rt- ult

:

SC1 wave fund ion vs the number
The energy quickly drops ft on,

(iteration 0 ) , appears to lie

converi'.inj;, an.! then "ol lapse;; into the solution for tlie S'i
hole state (the lowest ionic state),

ilie plateau does not appear

to provide a reasonable approximation to the Jo htilo state
(see text).
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Till: FINAL STATE IN 1'IIOTOIONIZATION

In Chapter II we emphasized the fact that photoionization is a
transition between two states characterized by N-clectron wave functions.
In order to obtain some physical insight into the processes leading to
the final states observed in PUS, we must at least begin by discussing
the transition in terms of a one-electron orbital model.

'Hie particular

failures of the one-electron picture will become apparent later.
A.

The Primary State

The most intense peaks observed in photoeiectrun spectroscopy
involve, to first approximation, the ionization of an elect-on from a
specific canonical spin-orbital in the atom or molecule.

These primary

states are the ones roughly describable by Koopmans' assumption, in 1 he
sense that the electron density in the ionic state resembles the
original system with a "hole" in the region of space which characterized
the orbital.

The continuum function for the outgoing photoclectrun

must be chosen such that the N-electron final state satisfies the
dipole selection rules. Thus ionization of the Is electron in neon
is described by a final ionic state of "S symmetry, coupled to a
continuimi function of p symmetry, which gives
system.

P symmetry for the entire

The most important channels in the ionization of the 2p electron

involve s or d waves coupled to a
total final state.

P ionic core, again yielding a

P

In a situation such as this, a completely general

treatment should allow the s and d channels to mix.

This could be

termed a continuum state configuration interaction (CSC1) between the
two

P final states. Kith an appropriate choice of continuum functions,

however, this intra-channel coupling can be eliminated;

as a general

-36rulc of thumb the I -• I + 1 channel dominates the photo ionization cross
section well aliove threshold (2100 cV).
B.

Satellite States

Toward higher binding energy from each of these primary peaks
there arc generally satellites which reflect the presence of "shake-up"
stales.

There arc, in general, an infinite number of such states

associated with each primary state, 1Mit only a few of them have
ohservablc intensities.

'Ilicy can, in favorable circumstances, he

20- KOI as intense as the primary peak.

'Hie first satellites observed

and assigned in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy could lie described
as one-electron excitations accompanying ionization,

These excitations

followed "one-electron" monopole selection rules, e.g., ionization of
the neon Is electron accompanied by the excitation of a 2p electron
into a 3j> orbital.

This monopolc mechanism results in an ionic state

2
of the same angular momentum ( S) as the primary hole state and a
i

cent imiuiu function of p character, yielding the overall "P symmetry
required by the dipole selection rules.
Although the orbital picture described above is commonly used,
compared to the primary states these "shakeup" states are much less
favorably described in terms of one-electron transitions.

I-'irst of

all, there are usually two or more final ionic states of the proper
symmetry which can he derived from a given one-electron transition.
'Hiis follows because each one-electron excitation may result in two
{or more) unpaired valence electrons which can couple to the unpaired
core electron to give two (or more) final states having the same
symmetry as the primary state,

liich one-electron excitation thus
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splits, a result analogous to the multiple! splitting phenomenon in
the primary states of paramagnetic species.

Furthermore, the assumptions

of one-electron, one orbital often have to be discarded.

This is due

to the possibility of configuration mixing in the final state, which
can lead to many one-electron processes being involved in reaching
a given final state.

As an example, the calculations described in

Chapter VI have shown that Die most intense satellites in the F Is
spectrum of hydrogen fluoride involve strong mixing of both 3o •» 5o
(roughly F 2p -* F 3s) and In -+ 2TT (F 2p

-» F 3p ) excitations. Any

attempt to describe this state as being reached by a single one-electron
excitation would require, at the least, removal of the restrictions of
specific angular momenta for every orbital. We would be forced to
speak of the excitation as involving orbitals which have both o and it
character.
More recently, however, it has become increasingly apparent that
the criterion for observation of this type of satellite is not that
it follows one electron monopole selection rules, but rattier that its
dominant configuration lias the possibility to mix with, and thereby
gain intensity from, the primary hole state.

For example, in tire XPS

spectrum of the argon atom there is a broad feature ~10 eV from the
3s primary hole state. This peak has an intensity of -205 that of the
2
3s peak. Spears ct al. have suggested that most of the intensity in
2 4
2
this region is due to the final ionic state (3s 3p 3d; S ) . Although
this configuration differs by two orbitals from the primary ionic
state (3s 3p ; S ) , it mixes strongly and "steals intensity" from the
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latter.

Spears et al. termed this a "CI" satellite, but noted that

in a more general sense the conventional "monopole" satellites also
fell into this classification.
The third type of state observed arises from what is called the
"conjugate shakeup" mechanism.

The transition moments to these states

are generally much smaller than the previous two types mentioned.

As

an example, a conjugate shakcup process accompanying Is ionization
2
in neon might lead to the

+

P final ionic state of Ne

1

9

r

>

(Is 2s 2p'3s).

This path is termed "conjugate shapcup" since it appears that the oneelectron excitation is 2p -> 3s, which docs not follow the monopole
rules proposed for the normal shakcup process. The distinction in this
case is complicated again when the many-electron nature of the wavefunction is considered.

The same ionic state could be imagined to

be reached through ionization of the 2p electron accompanied by the
monopole excitation Is •+ 3s. The important factor is that the final
2
ionic state has I symmetry and cannot mix with the primary ionic
1

state.

A peak corresponding to this state has been observed by

Gclius" and has an intensity of 0.06° relative to the Is hole state.
The more common conjugate shakcup situation occurs when ionization
and excitation occur in the same shell. For example,' the final state
2 2 4
Is 2s 2p 3s(ep), reached in the one-electron model through the transitions
2p -» cp, 2p -* 3s, cannot be reached via the usual monopole selection
rules. The ionic state also has the wrong parity to mix with 2p holestate. Kuillcmkr and Krause

have estimated that an upper limit

for the intensity of this process relative to the normal case (final
2 2 4
electron configuration Is 2s 2p 3p) is of the order of 25°. States
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of this typo have also been identified in the Ile(I) and IIcCII) spectra
of gaseous cadmium, mercury, and lead.

The ground state of !!<;,, e.g.,

is described by the Martrcc-I'ock determinant
[core] (is* ( s)
a

Tlic 6s level primary ionic state
1

[core] Gs

2

( S)

is observed as well as the conjugate state
[core) Op

1

2

( P)

The latter is roughly IS as intense as the primary peak (at the llc(I)
photon energy).

In a one-electron model, the conjugate excitation

6s •* 6p is invoked to explain the presence of this final state.
Bcrkowitz ct al., however, have shown that a great deal of the
transition moment to this state is caused by admixture of the "nearly
degenerate" configuration
[core] 6p

2

f^S)

into the ground state wavefunction.

Thus the inclusion of correlation

into the ground state of l!g is a very important mechanism of contributing
to the observed satellite structure.
To summarize this qualitative overview of satellites we again
point out that the ionic states observed fall into two classes:

those

which have the proper symmetry to mix witli a nearby primary ionic
state and those which do not.

It will be shown in the next section

that, in the absence of many-electron effects, there would be no
satellites at all observed in photoelectron spectroscopy.

For this

reason the satellites arc also referred to as "correlation peaks".
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v. MANY-i-urmoN !:ii'i:cis ON 'nil- cuoss sirnoN
In this section we examine the specific mathematical form of
many-body effects on the pholoionization transition moment.

The terms

which arise in a single-detcnninantal description of both initial
and final state will be dealt with first, followed by the effects
of configuration interaction.
A.

Relaxation in the Prim.'iry State

Let us begin with the single Slater determinants

V

N ) =

,,f

a)

V ? 'i * 2

(2)

• • • *N

(h01

(31,)

and

* (N)|
N

.

(40)

The orbitals of the final state have been primed to emphasize, that
they are not necessarily identical to the initial state functions. Ke
have also associated the continuum function, xO)> with the orbital <]•.;
i.e., if the set {4> . $-, • • •) closely resembles {if,, *-. • • •' except
2

for the effects of relaxation, then f corresponds to the primary
f

state associated with the orbital <{>,.
When these wavefunctions arc substituted into the transition
moment, the result is given by
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'f<-i

,

H'^N)) = (x|^ l')' ><1 (N - l.X.Dll'jCN - l,*j,l)>

<? W

1

f

1

f

k=l
1+

]T(-l) -<x|V l*. m (N - l.x.Dl^CN - l,<tyl)>
1

j

f

5=2
(11)
lk=2
The notation T ( N - l,x»l) refers to an N - 1 electron Slater determinant
f

which is formed from the N-olectrou determinant by deleting the column
containing the orbital x and the row denoting electron 1; i.e.,

* (2)* (2)
2

T ( N - l,x,D'
f

[(N-l)l

3

• (2)
N

(42)

71/2
i> CN)$ (:N)
2

3

•NCN)

Tlic same notation applies to the wavefunction V-(N - 1,<1>.,1).

It is

formed by striking the column containing <j>. and the row containing
electron 1 from V-CN).
orbitals.

Hie sums over the index j are over all spin

Since x has either a or B spin (depending on the nature

of <*>,), certain terms in the sums over j in liq. (41) vanish by spin
orthogonality,

i'or the present, however, we will retain the full

expression, but simplify its appearance with the following definitions:
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S
P

l j

= <T (N - 1.x,1) H'^N - 1 / y l ) )
f

l j

E

E W (N - 1 ) , 1 ) >_
k~
f

X>

VjCN - 1 , ^ , 1 ) )

liquation (41) is then given by
K
11

(

Vi - txiyv s • 2 '

1 ) 1 + 3 < x | 7

ii*j'

s l j

{A7

"

N

•£c-i)

, +

J< |* >
x

j

p l i

-

Tlie first term of Hq. (43) is related to the usual one-electron
interpretation. An electron in orbital ({>. makes a dipole transition to
If the orbital angular momentum of 4>-, is given by X,

the continuum.
then (XI'TH'I*
'Hie factor S

c

a

n

be non-zero only if x has X + 1 or X - 1 symmetry.

multiplying this one-electron moment is the overlap

of the "passive orbitals", i.e., those not directly involved in the
ionization.

This overlap factor is generally between 0.9 and 1.0 for

primary states, but much smaller for satellite states.

Its effect is

to introduce the many-body aspects of relaxation into the cross-section.
In fact, it is easy to show that if we had made Koopmans' assumption-'
'
i.e., (Ju = ^2' *2 *3'
=

c t c

11
a

"~ H

t

n

c s u m s

n

* 1*1 • (43) would vanish, S

would be unity, and we would be left with the active electron approximation.

T

f + i

= <x|v l* >
1

1

•

(14)

In addition, if we consider an excited state "based" on the primary
peak O K ) , the overlap integral S
therefore forbidden.

vanishes and the satellites arc

Relaxation thus introduces a multiplicative

-44factor which reduces the contribution of the onc-clcctron moment in
the primary peak ami distributes it among the various excited states.
The first sum over i in fiq. (43) stems from the antisymmetry
requirements on the initial state wavefunction, and brings components
into the total transition moment which arise from dipolc transitions
involving the other orbitals of the initial state.

It will be shown

in a later example to be interpretable as an ionization accompanied
by monopole excitation.
The second line in V<q. (43) arises from the action of the remaining
momentum operators, V, through V... Here an electron appears to
a n

l

make a monopole transition (<J. -* x) ^ '

,c

passive orbitals have

rearranged themselves through a dipole excitation.

The form of this

term is very similar to that of the conjugate shakcup mechanism proposed
by Berkowitz et al.
bach of these three types of processes contribute to the
transition moment even in a primary state.

Tor example, consider

the neon (Is) primary hole state reached by absorption of soft X-ray
2
radiation. The ionic state has S character and the continuum function
is p-like. The first term in liq. (43)
1

<Xp|V|ls> S '
will dominate.

1 5

The normal sliakeup mechanism is involved in the

nonvanishing term
<Xp|V|2s) S

1 , 2 S

An electron appeals to be ionized from the 2s orbital accompanied by
the monopole transition Is -• 2s.

Finally, a nonvanishing contribution
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3;

S > s <H' (N - l , , l ) f . f N - 1,(;..,!))
f

P

lj

x

= <f (N - l ) , x , l ) l ^ V,. ^ ( N - 1,*.,1)>
f

lk=2

Equation [41) i s then piven by

V i - <x|v |* > s
1

11

1

N
• ^(-U^xlv^.)

s

l

(43)

j

j=2

The first term of Uq. (43) is related to the usual one-electron
interpretation.
the continuum.

An electron in orbital <S>. makes a dipolc transition to
If the orbital angular momentum of $. is given by A,

then <x|V^1$,> can be non-zero only if x has X + 1 or \ - 1 symmetry,
'Jlic factor S

multiplying this one-electron moment is the overlap

of the "passive orbitals", i.e., those not directly involved in the
ionization.

This overlap factor is generally between 0.9 and 1.0 for

primary states, but much smaller for satellite states.

Its effect is

to introduce the many-body aspects of relaxation into the cross-section.
In fact, it is easy to show that if we had made Koopmans' assumption-=

i.e., $2 = <J>2' OT ^ v ctc--all the sums in Iiq. (43) would vanish, S
would be unity, and wc would be left with the active electron approximation.

Tf-i

(44)

<x|v l* >
1

1

In addition, if wc consider an excited state "based" on the primary
peak (4>j), the overlap integral S
therefore forbidden.

vanishes and the satellites arc

Relaxation thus introduces a multiplicative

-44factor which reduces th: contribution of the one-electron moment in
the primary peak and distributes it among the various excited states.
The first sum over j in Kq. (43) stems from the ant isyimietry
requirements on the initial state wavcfuiiction, and brings components
into the total transition moment which arise from dipole transitions
involving the other orbitals of the initial state.

It will be shown

in a later example to be intcrpretable as an ionization accompanied
by monopole excitation.
Tile second line in !vq. (43) arises from the action of the remaining
momentum operators, v, through V.,. Here an electron appears to
mike aroonopoletransition (±. •* x) and the passive orbitals have
rearranged themselves through a dipoie excitation.

!7ic form of this

term is very similar to that of the conjugate shakcup mechanism proposed
by Bcrkowitz ct al.~
Hach of these three types of processes contribute to the
transition moment even in a primary state,

for example, consider

the neon (Is) primary hole stale reached by absorption of soft X-ray
radiation.

The ionic state has

is p-likc.

The first term in Iici. (43)
1

<Xp|7|ls> S '

S character and the continuum function

1 5

will dominate. 'Hie normal shakcup mechanism is involved in the
nonvanisiting term
< |V|2s> S

1 , 2 S

Xp

An electron appears to be ionized from the 2s orbital accompanied by
the monopole transition Is ••• 2s.

Finally, a nonvanishing contribution

-4S<Xp|2p> ''

1,2P

involves ionization of the 2p electron, accompanied (roughly speaking)
by the excitation Is ->• 2p. All three mechanisms reach the same final
state and reflect the many-body nature of photoionization.
In the particular example used here, the second term should be
negligible with respect to the first. This can be seen from
examination of the ratio
1 > 2 s

<y |V|2S> S
R, = — ^
r-f<x |v|3s> S
2

(-If.)

1 , l s

p

If R-, is substantial compared to unity, retention of the second term
is warranted.

Now
..1,2s

1

in fact a rough estimate for this term based on Bagus results' is
10

. Furthermore <x |v|2s>/<x |V|ls) is of the order of magnitude

of 10

for X-rays of approximately 1 KcV energy. Thus the second
-4
term makes a contribution approximately 10 that of the first. As
a general rule, the ratio of the overlap factors will always be
small for any primary state, thereby decreasing the importance of
this term. Certain situations might arise, however, when this small
factor would be counterbalanced by a large ratio in the one-electron

moments and this mechanism could then conceivably make a sizable
contribution to the total cross section.

-46It is much more difficult to estimate the importance of the third
term.

Its effect is • ovcrncd by the ratio
1

2

1

<xJ2p> P ' '
E
^^
<Xp|V|ls> S ' "

R =
T

3

1

.

(46)

1

To estimate the facte • <x |2p>/<Xp|v|ls> we note that if we choose
a plane wave for x > i.e., x <* e ~ -, then <x |v|2p) = -tk^x. ]2p>, and

2

, l<x.,|v|2p>(

2

!<X UP>I
P
|( |"ls)|
D

X p

2

= J
k

2

31
|( |V|ls>|

(47)
2

Xp

Qualitatively, one w> uld thus expect this term to be very dependent
?

on the photon energy Jue to the presence of both the l/k~ factor and
the ratio of the transition moments. The P ' '/S '*" ratio, however,
is energy independen* . P ' '' is the complex conjugate of the X - ray
emission transition iomcnt--in the approximation in which relaxed orbitnls
are used for the initial (Is hole) state and the neutron atom ground
state functions are lsed to describe the final (2p hole) state.
P ' " in neon is of the order of 10
unity.

bchr

, while S ' " is nearly

In the geneul case, the emission transition moment will be

dependent on the specifics of the atomic or molecular structure. A
ratio of this type ! as been examined for the P[ls) hole state of
IIP and been found t be negligible at XPS energies.

Recently Williams

has analyzed llie vai ious terms for the specific case of No Is ionization.
In this work a Hartree-l'ock continuum function was generated in the
field of a fully relaxed core.

It is found that the ratio It, was less

than 10o from threshold to 20(H) eV photon energy. U-, however, was as
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largc as 0.65 a few cV above threshold.

It quickly becomes small at higher

photon energies and 100 eV above threshold is only -105. An interesting
result of this work is that although the third term is large in the
region about threshold, the first term is smaller than the analogous
result using Koopmans' llieorcm; the net effect is that the relaxed
core and frozen orbital results are very similar near threshold and
begin to deviate from one another only when the third term has become
small.
To summarize, the major many-body effect brought about by
relaxation is a reduction of the active electron transition moment
by the multiplicative factor S

. Neglect of relaxation would, therefore,

result in a predicted cross section lOiich is higher than the experimental
11 2
result by a factor of (S

) . In fact, this tendency toivard over-

estimation has been noted by Nuilemier and Krausc

in a recent

comparison of experimental data for neon with theoretical predictions
which disregard relaxation.

They have found that the discrepancy is

greatest in those cases where relaxation effects should be more important;
e.g., for nearly all incident photon energies the calculated 2s orbital
cross section is ~20» greater than experiment, whereas the 2p orbital
cross section is in much better agreement.

More theoretical work is

needed to dctennine if this discrepancy is due to the relaxation effect,
or is primarily a result of the need for a more sophisticated wavefunction which explicitly includes configuration interaction.
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B.

Configuration Interact ion

Thus far we have used a single delcrminantnl description for
both the initial and final states, but accounted for relaxation within
a ASCI' model.

From the discussion in Chapter 111, it should be apparent

that orbital relaxation

ould also be treated by using the ground state

canonical orbitals in a !I expansion which includes configurations
other than the primary ionic states.

The configurations which would

be necessary for describing the orbital polarization are the single
7
excitations with respect to each primary state.
Including double
replacements will give even better descriptions of the ionic states;
the exact eigenstatcs ult matcly being

given by a full CI within the

complete one-electron basis. The effect of these interactions will
be to distribute the original primary ionic configurations over a
number of roots of the ilaini ltonian matrix, thereby providing one mechanism
r

for populating satellites ( inal ionic state configuration interaction;
FISCI).

Thus, in the absence of initial state correlation, the
1

satellite intensities are gi/en hy the projection of the Koopmans
Theorem hole state onto the i xact ionic state wavefunctions.
In the discussion which follows a completely genera] orbital
basis will be used.
actual practice.

This is cone because it is usually a necessity in

Although the equations which determine the satellite

intensities become rather cumbersome in the general case, they are still
essentially saying that the satellite intensity is governed hy ttic
projection of the frozen-orbital state (or a multi-dcterminanlnl
variant of itl onto the exact wav 'functions.

:

lor detailed discussions

of the theory of satellite intensities the reader is referred to the
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papcrs of Alicrg, Martin and Shirley, Hanson,

and Basch.

Suppose that the initial state is described by a multiconfiguration
wavefunction H^tN)

V « = I V (N)
m

,

(48)

where D,. is the coefficient of the configuration *
fp.

in the wavefunction

The configurations may he single Slater determinants expanded in

the occupied and virtual orbital set {<£} or, if necessary, sums of
determinants chosen to possess the symmetry properties of the ground
state.

As discussed previously, the coefficient of the Hartrec-l'ock

configuration, D„„, will be the leading term in the expansion.

For

closed-shell atoms or molecules it will usually have a value between
0.9 and 1.0, the rest of the coefficients being 0.2 or less.
Each final state is expanded similarly,

Yf.00 = X D f - n V ^

'

^

where the primes on the configurations denote that they have been
formed from a set of orbitals appropriate for the final state.

Note

tli t the configurations arc functions of all N electrons and we should,
therefore, in principle

allow for the possibility of mixing among

the \'arious channels in the continuum (CSCI),

a phenomenon which

can ] IVC marked effects on absolute cross sections.

In addition,

{$ (N)J should also include any "hound states" which may be imbedded
in the continuum.

Mixing of this sort lcaiis

to autoionizntion and

greatly enhances the photoionization cross section.

Autoioniiatiou

also has a very dramatic effect on the satellite intensities in Ba

-5012
excited by He I radiation.

In the case of XPS satellites, however,

these effects have thus far not been crucial to an understanding of
the structure of the spectrum and we, therefore, specialize to the
case where each configuration contains the same one electron function
Xrt, and perform the CI on the ion alone.

Thus

Y ,(N) = Xf.CD S C , <J> (N - 1)
f

f

n

n

.

(SO)

Again, tlic primary hole state, f* = 0, is characterized by a large C .
n(

:

where * (N - 1) is the hole state ll;irtree-lock configuration.
n

I'or

the satellite states £', there may he several configurations which mix
strongly.

This will be dependent to some extent upon the virtual

orhitals used to define the excited configurations, but in most cases
there will be a small number (~1 to 3) of configurations with
coefficients greater than 0.5.
Insertion of Eqs. (48) and (SO) into the expression for the
transition moment (Iiq. (41)) yields

T
= y
C* rL (jtrJVI*,) S
f'O
' * f'n 0m f " ' I
nm

1 1

r i n

+ . . .

A

k

(51)
'

m,n
We have again assumed that the final state predominantly involves
ionization ixovx orbital (f>. S
is the (N - 1) electron overlap
1
nm
'
n

integral between configurations n and m and the dots represent the
other terms obtained.

These additional tenns have been examined

for the F Is satellites in I1F and been found to lie negligible (see
Chapter VI).

In view of the previous discussion they should be small

for core-level ionization in genera] (well above threshold) and will
be neglected.
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Thc ratio of tlic t r a n s i t i o n moments to the primary s t a t e ami a
s a t e l l i t e i s thus given by:

'00

('

v

<xJ l

_ ^ o l _ <!'
' li ^>

4
—- "

*
11
11 S
On Urn ran
w„ „ ,„,.

'

C52)

U l

Vo-Vfv^) yT
'

n
f'n

OIII nm

If the final states are close in energy, tiien the one-electron matrix
elements should he very nearly the same,

'ihe density of final states

which enters into the cross section (liq. (25)) should also lie similar
for the two states.

These two assumptions lead to the relative

intensities of the two states in the "overlap a| proximntion",
!

y^(j„ it. s ' i
00 _

t • -» On 0m nm
m,n_
i
C''-, IV, SIII
,
i'n Om nm 2

E

(S3)

1

This expression, which a r i s e s from a straight forward application oT
f i r s t - o r d e r time dependent perturbation theory, i s identical
o

in form

,

to a limit i -determinantal extension of Ahcrgs application of the sudden
e
approximation to satellite intensities.
To illustrate these CI effects, we have drawn a state diagram
for neon in fig. 1. On the left is the Hartreo-l'ock level for the
ground state and one of its excited configurations; above these re
the primary ionic state and a first approximation to the "shakeup"
state.

For simplicity, we have suppressed the exchange interaction

in the ionic states; i.e., there are actually two S states which result
->

t;

from the configuration ls2s"2p" 3p.

In the middle of the diagram we
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have allowed the ionic configurations to interact, forming the
observable states of the ion.

The ground slate function lias also

been allowed to mix with its excited configurations.

On the far right

wc have assigned coefficients to the configurations in each eigonstatc.
These have magnitudes

a„ ,

*Q

, b^ - 1

a. , a, , b. - 0.1
The effective intensity of the primary hole state is given in our
example by the four contributions to the overlap integral denoted
by A, B, C, and D.

Tnc total overlap integral for the primary hole

state is dominated by the contribution from A because i( is a product
of two large coefficients and a large determinantal overlap.

Contributions

B and C are smaller because they involve a small product of coefficients
together with a small overlap integral.

This integral is not zero,

since the orhitals of the hole state have relaxed somewhat.

Finally,

the contribution from 11 is small because, although the determinant a 1
overlap is large, the product of the coefficients is very small.
In the case of the satellites, however, the total overlap is a
fraction of that for the primary state and configuration interaction
contributions are much more important.

A main contributor may be the

analog to path A, since the coefficients arc both large. Within this
overlap picture, the small intensity of the satellites is due to the
small detcniiinatital overlap between the shakeup configurations and the
ground state.

Path )) might also contribute an amount of the same

order of magnitude since, although the product of coefficients is

-53small, the dctcrminnntnl overlap is large.

Path R is the predominant

contribution to the argon satellite (5s 3p 3d) mentioned earlier.
Table 1 shows the results of calculations performed on the arj'.on ion.
As is evident from a study of the table, the 3s hole state has a
2

4

13

very large admixture of 3s 3p 3d, a "nearly degenerate" confij'.unition.
By simple orthogonality arguments, this leads to a large contribution
of the primary ionic configuration in the satellite, and hence a large
relative intensity via path I!. The simple rule which follows from
these arguments is that the dominant configurations of the most intense
satellites observed in a PUS spectrum should be those which mix^
strongly with the primary hole state, i.e., those configurations which
originate from an internal correlation mechanism.

It is also important

to realize that the ionization event produces a hole in the llartrco-Pock
sea; distributions which were not allowed in the ground state may now
become possible.
The two contributions mentioned thus far arise from PISCI. l-'or
similar reasons, the analog of path C is also important for the
satellites and it arises through an initial state CI mechanism. 'Hie
contribution from path D is obviously smaller than the others.

An

example of the importance of initial-state configuration interaction
(1SC1) is found in the case of the Ne Is satellites.

In Table 11

I have compared the satellite intensities computed using a common final
state wave-function with the Hart roe-Pock and a correlated initial state.
This will be discussed further in Giaptcr VII, but it can be seen that
the introduction of pat!) 1) nearly doubles the predicted satellite
intensities and brings them into very good agreement with experiment.

-54ISCI also provides a means of populating states which cannot mix
with the primary ionic state.

For instance, beryllium is described

2 2
2
2
by the llartree-I'ock configuration Is 2s . The satellite Is 2p( P)

2

2

cannot mix with the primary hole state Is 2s( S).

There is, however,

2 2
an admixture of Is 2p in the ground state of Be, i.e.,
V

2

B e

2

2

2

+

= C j H s 2 s | + C |ls 2p |
2

• • •

(S4)

The latter determinant can give rise to a transition moment of the
form
C <2p'|2pX^|r|2 >
2

P

The relative intensity of the satellite is then

2
hs.~
*2s

C z

C^

I

T

| ES
<2

Z

2

P'l P>j"

2

3

rd" *
2

<2s'|2s>

T

l ep*-2s

r )
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Hie two overlap integrals arc presumably very nearly equal.

If the

same can be said for the one electron moments T, the experimental
results could be used to determine the relative amplitudes of the
mixing coefficients, a very exciting possibility.

More work is needed

to determine if this will actually be the case.
To summarize this section, many-body effects on the cross section
arise from two somewhat artificially separate phenomena.

The cross

section to a primary- hole state is affected predominantly by relaxation
in the passive orbitals. This results in an apparent reduction in
the cross section from that computed assuming no relaxation.
Additional relaxation effects and the inclusion of CI is expected
to be of lesser importance for most primary states, although there
may arise situations where it becomes significant (strong internal

•5S-

corrclation possibilities, nniltiplet splitting, closely spaced primary
states, etc). The intensities of satellite peaks, on the other hand,
depend entirely upon relaxation and configuration interaction con
tributions.

In a strictly formal vein, of course, there exist only

eigenstates of the electrostatic Jlamiltonian.

The concepts of

relaxation anil CT arise only when we attempt to form better approxiiiutions
to those eigeiistatcs than are available within the confines of an
independent electron model.
C.

Sura Rules on I-nergy and Intensity

At the beginning of the last section, FISCI was qualitatively
introduced by expanding the actual eigenstates of the ion in terms
of the Koopinans' primary ionic states and additional excitations
derived from them.

Two interesting sum rules arise when we invert

this idea and expand the frozen orbital ionic state in tonus of the
actual eigenstutcs.

Hie first relates the difference in energy

between the Koopmans' state and the exact primary hole state to
the intensity and energy of the satellites, and the second is
concerned with the relationship between photoionization crass sections
computed with frozen orbitals and exact cigenstates.
Both sum rules begin with the observation that the cigenstates
of the ionic llamiltoitinn form a complete set, and we can obviously
write the expansion

j=0

.1=0
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Tlic sum over j includes all ionic states; it converts to an integral
over any continua.
If we take the expectation of the [Iamiltonian for this state,
we find

^fl'^KT^E^V^V
E

KT

c

(S7)

E

(58)

= E ij j

The coefficient c-„ denotes the projection of the Koopmans' state onto
2
2
the exact primary hole state and c-/c-„ is thus the relative intensity
of the satellite j (I./I --assuming constant transition moment, etc
fl

from Section B).

This can be arranged into the normalized form

°° 2
(recalling that £ c.- = 1)

j-o
E

E w j
E^ - Jg-

(59)

(

Ew
We

1

see that the Koopmans Theorem ionic state energy, is the intensity

weighted ccntroid of the PF.S spectrum.

Another interesting form is

obtained by subtracting E_ from both sides,

^

E

- 0 • ^

E <w
j=o

(60)
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ER

= - ^

(61)

Dcyy
The quantity I!„ is the energy difference between Koopmnns' approximat ion
-

and the actual final state energy .

It should he very nearly equal to

the ASCF relaxation energy, even though it contains some additional
correlation energy.
This relationship was first pointed out by bundqvist
and Mamie
o
17
and Abcrg.
Since all the quantities on the right hand side of l:q. (ol)
arc experimentally determinable, in principle this provides a means
for experimentally finding the relaxation energy.

In practice this

is usually not possible because the intensity distribution over the
double ionization ("shakeoff") continuum is not easily extracted
from the spectrum.
From iiq. (61) ive see that there exists a "lever arm" relationship
between tho satellite intensities and the relaxation energy.
were zero, no satellites would be observed.

If K„

In the case that F.,, is

large, the relaxation manifests itself cither as an intense set of
satellites "near the main peak", or weak satellites "far from the main
peak", or of course, something in between.

The sum rule provides

a great deal of qualitative information about the relaxation process.
For example, it is a common misconception that there are no satellites
in the core level photoclectron spectrum of metals.

It is known,

however, that there is a large relaxation energy involved in core

-58ionization in these species, so there must be a fairly large probability
for multiple excitation processes.

In metals the shakcup (as well as

the multiple ionization or shakcoff) spectrum is essentially continuous
because the excitations are into the conduction band.

Thus while no

discrete peaks are observed, the relaxation energy is manifested as a
broad background on the high-binding-energy side of the main peak.
There is another sum rule which follows directly from the expansion
of Eq. (56) and the discussion in the earlier part of this chapter.
In our notation, this can be written

o~ \. - £) a.

(62)

K

j=0
This says that the cross section for ionization to the frozen orbital
state yf^n)

is actually the sura of the cross sections to the actual

hole state and the satellites based on it. This was initially pointed
:

out and discussed by I adlcy.

18

lie stressed that because of this,

orbital ionization cross sections computed using frozen orbitals are
not directly comparable to experimental cross sections observed in
113, but are more appropriate for experimental situations where no
discrimination on the basis of ionic state energy is made.
D.

Good Tilings to Know and Tell

It is unfortunately the case that the accurate determination of
these ionic state wavefunctions is an extremely difficult task. Only
recently have reliable calculations of satellite spectra begun to
appear in the literature, and much of this work is still in preprint
19
form. '

Difficulties encountered in ionic state calculations wl.ich

do not generally arise in more standard calculations on the ground
states of atoms and molecules arc that (a) the ionic states actually

-salic in a continuum and appropriate precautions should be taken (see
footnote 13); (b) one desires to treat several states (the specific
ones being generally unknown beforehand) at an equally good (or poor)
level of sophistication; and (c) the satellites usually contain several
open shells and are not always dominated by a siiiglc reference configuration.
Because of these problems, there are no really "standard" models
which have evolved to treat the problem, and the experimentalist
attempting to evaluate the quality of a calculation must be rather
well versed in the various approximations and techniques of ab_ini_ti?
calculations.

In fact, most of my time on these problems was spent

learning exactly "what you can get away with".

It seems appropriate,

therefore, to enumerate a few of the computational details which
should be present (or at least examined) in a good calculation to
ensure semi-quantitative results.
(1) The basis set should be at least, of double zeta plus polarization
quality.

For instance, we foiind that the order of the first two ionic

states of N- (So

,1-n ) reverses when one simply adds a single d

(polarization) function to each atomic center.

If one is attempting

to describe satellites which are Rydberg-like, additional diffuse functions
are obviously necessary.

It is also important to realize that the

"valence" excited states of some neutral molecules are also partially
Rydberg-like in character.

20

This will presumably also be the case

for valence-like satellites as well.
(2) It is desirable to treat both the primary state and the
satellites at the same level of accuracy in the CI calculation.

The

union of all single excitations with respect to all reference states
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can remedy the problem encountered in choosing an occupied orbital
basis which will describe both the primary state and the satellites.
The neglect of this is a criticism which can be leveled at the first
work on this problem that I did, the HF calculations reported in the
next chapter.

If possible, the internal correlation effects in each

reference state should also be inclu'l" in the configuration list,
since they can have important consequences on the mixing coefficients.
This, unfortunately, can lead to a very large Hamiltonian matrix.
A somewhat more restrictive model, but one which should be reasonably
good and within reach, is similar to Schaefer's "first order" configuration
list.
In this approach, one first generates all single and double
replacements in the internal space. These configurations should be
the ones which mix most strongly with the primary ionic state and are
therefore the prime a priori candidates for the most intense satellites.
Considerations of near degeneracy and simple perturbation theory should
allow one to choose a subset ot these as reference states. In the
same manner that these were selected by referring io the primary state,
the internal excitations expected to be most important for each
satellite are then included. The union of all single replacements
into the f u n space with respect to all reference states then completes
the list and accounts for the orbital polarization needed. The net
effect of this is to include the major internal correlation and orbital
polarization contributions for both the primary state and the
satellites. In defining the virtual orbitals which compose part of the
internal space, natural orbital analyses and/or multi-configuration
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SCP calculations may he helpful.
(3) There is always the possibility of an interaction with the
2]
continuum. This problem can he treated in certain approaches, but
it is difficult to do so in standard bound state CI approaches.
(4) The importance of initial state correlation has already hec:
pointed out.

In terms of the model for the final ionic stale wave-

function presented in (2), the ground state wave function should include
at least the internal correlation contributions.
(5) In valence shell ionization, primary ionic states of the same
symmetry aic close in energy, and there may be substantial mixing among
them, as well as with the satellite configurations.

In these

situations, the overlap model for treating intensity may be inadequate.
Hie intensity should be given by the projection onto each primary
1

Koopmnns state weighted by the appropriate one-electron transition
moment.
These considerations should be taken into account in any calculation
which aspires to semi-quantitative results.

I-'or more qualitative

purposes, such as simply assigning the satellites to a specific
configuration(s), less sophisticated approaches may be adequate.

22
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Table I. Configuration interaction wavefunctions tor Ar ( S ) .

Configurations

**
Root

1

E

CAIC

-525.8845 a.u. (0.0)

2 4
3s 3p 3d

1+

I
EXP

3sV

0.0 eV

1005 (0.63)

1005

0.794

0.028

0.464

-0.186

-0.008

7.3 eV

2.5*

4±2

0.126

0.864

-0.350

-0.095

-0.019

C

EXP

t f

3

4

3s 3p 4s

2

4

3s 3p 4d

•, 2,

4

3s 3p 5s
C

2

8.3 eV

3

10.4 eV

9.3 eV

14.45

17±2

0.301

-0.385

-0.699

-0.395

-0.029

4

13.0 eV

12.0 eV

13.11

6±3

0.309

-0.078

-0.265

••0.830

-0.117

5

14.8 eV

0.65

...

-0.061

0.004

0.058

-0.087

-0.940

...

R. L. Martin, unpublished work.
C. E. Moore, Atomic Energy levels, Nat'l. Bur. Std. (U.S.J Circ. 467 (1949, 1952 and 195S).
'These value? all pertain to the Hartree-Fock initial state. The square of the overlap in the 3s hole state is
given parenthetically, all others are percentages relative to it.
D. P. Spears, H. J. Fischbeck, and T. A. Carlson, Phys. Rev. A £, 1603 (1974). These values are an average
of the Alk and NgK results.

Table II. Neon Is correlation-state energies and intensities.'
b

State

AE(thso)

Cls hole-state)

O.OC-96.694 a.u.)

C

AE (exp)
0.0

I^Cthco)

I* (theo)

100(0.824)

100(0.774)

f

I (exp)

SCI

100

2p->3p

36.4

37.35(2)

1.26

2.47

3.15(10)

2p*3p

39.9

40.76(3)

1.68

2.60

3.13(10)

2p-»4p

41.9

42.34(2)

0.85

1.48

2.02(10)

2p-5p

43.0

44.08(5)

0.24

0.43

0.42(06)

2p->6p

45.2

45.10(7)

0.05

0.09

46.0

46.44(5)

0.46

0.70

0.96(11)

2P-Sp

47.4

48.47(7)

0.07

0.11

0.17(05)

2p-*6p

49.5

...

0.04

0.06

...

2p*4p

-0.15

Frofli R. I. Martin and D. A. Shirley, Phys. Rev. A, 13_, 147S (1976).
Absolute energy of the Is hole state in Hartree atonic units given parenthetically;
all others in eV relative to it.
Relative energies (from Ref. 3, Chapter IV), in eV.
Tisrtrce-Fock initial state ravefunction; the parenthetical nurier is the square of
the actual overlap in the ls-hole state. The relative peak intensities are given as
percentages of this value.
Correlated initial state wave function; this included double excitations into the
Rydberg orbitals for the ground state; i.e., configurations of the form ls 2s-2p*npZ, etc.
Fro.T Ref. 3, Chapter IV. We have estimated a value for the (Zp~6p) state frora Celius'
figure.
a

2
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PICURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1.

Simple model to illustrate the effect of initial-state con
figuration interaction on correlation-peak intensities in Ne Is
pliotoeraission (not to scale).
the Ne

With Is exchange suppressed,

(Is hole) configuration manifold would closely resemble

the ground state manifold (left).

Introducing configuration

interaction, this 1:1 correspondence would also obtain for the
eigenstatcs (right), and a,. ~ a , a. ~ a.,
0

arises primarily from path A.

etc.

The msiin peak

Paths B and C arise because the

two configurations "look for themselves" in the correlation
state.

They are of roughly equal strength, but the dashed path

(D) is weak.

J

!1s2s2p3p>

5

2

b'„ Hs2s 2p 3p> + b; |ls2s 2p>

tc, 5,

+

Ne (Is hole)

6

I1s2s 2p >
a'

0

„ ^>
2

2

5

|1s 2s 2p 3p>

2

6

2

5

|1s2s 2p > + a; Ils2s 2p 3p:

Neon

s

a

0

2

2

6

J

2

5

|1s 2s 2p > !ls 2s 2p 3p>
+ai

Eigenstates

Basic configurations

XBL759-4I46
Fig. 1.
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VI. HYDUOGUN PLUORlDi; SATELUTU STRUCTURE
A.

Introduction

Photocmission spectra of atomic core levels in atoms and molecules
yield for each core level j a main peak at an electron kinetic energy
K = hu - E ^

.

Here hu is the photon energy and Ei
j.

(63)
is the binding energy of core level

This main peak corresponds to a special atomic or molecular ion

final state. In a single-determinant description, this state would
be formed from the ground state by removing an electron from orbital
j and allowing the wavefunctions of the passive electrons to relax
adiabatically (i.e., without changing their quantum numbers).
If tico is substantially larger than Ei

, additional weak satellite

peaks may also be observed at higher binding energies EJJ . Qualitatively,
one usually describes these states as arising from at lease a twoelectron excitation from the ground state (ionization accompanied by
"shakeup"). A quantitative theoretical treatment of the transition
cross section to such states, however, shows that one-electron
descriptions may be misleading. The cross section for such a transition
owes much of its strength to many-body effects. In particular, con
figuration interaction (CI) in both the initial and final state is
required; hence, the latter are more accurately described as "correlation
states", and the satellite peaks as "correlation peaks".
The theoretical formalism for calculating correlation-state spectra
was described in the preceding paper

(hereafter called I).

We report

in the present paper a complete study of the fluorine Is correlation-state
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spcctra in gaseous HI-'. To our knowledge this is the first case in which
several of the theoretical nuances developed in 1 have been applied.
It is also the first case showing quantitative agreement between
experiment and theoryExperimental procedures and results arc given in Section II.
Section C describes both the means uf obtaining the necessary uvivefunctions and the method used to compute intensities.

Conclusions are

drawn in Section D.
B.

Experimental
(

The gaseous sample was obtained by a evaporation of !".)..)° + pure
liquid III'-, purchased from Matheson Gas Products, Inc.

At 2b°C the

:

association constants of lli are:"
2 I IF - (IIP), log
6 HI- - (I110

6

log

with pressures expressed in torr.

P

2

= -3.80

B = -13.94
t)

Tlius oligomcrization is unimportant

at the pressures of <1 torr used in this work.
The photoclcctron spectra were obtained using AlKa

9

X-rays

(1486.6 eV) on the 50 cm radius Berkeley iron-free magnetic spectrometer."
Spectral data points were taken at "0.4 eV energy increments, at pressures
of ~50 and "350 microns (Fig. 1). The analyzer chamber was maintained
at a pressure of approximately 10 " torr.

The high pressure spectrum

was used to determine which of the satellites of the F Is train line
were caused by inelastic electron collisions since the relative
intensities of these peaks should increase with pressure.

If the low

pressure spectrum (Fig. lb) is subtracted from the high pressure
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:

spcctrum (Fig. la), witli appropriate weighting to equalize the main 1
Is peaks, the result is an inelastic electron loss spectrum.

The low pressure spectrum was fitted (Fig. 2) using a non-linear
least squares program which automatically took into account the (weak)
AlKcr, and Ka. components as well as the slight change of the energy
window caused by the magnetic spectrometer (which produces spectra
linear in momentum).

The main peak, corresponding to the V is hole

state, was fitted best by a sum of three Lorentzian functions and
these were used as the fundamental form for the "correlation" peaks.
No attempt was made to locate satellites with intensity 0.1»
or less of the main peak.

It was necessary to fix the area ratios

and separations of states 7 and 10 relative to their large neighbors
(S and 9 respectively). Theoretical area ratios and separations,
described below, were used for these two cases.
Because of the large number of unknowns, the energy positions and
full widths at half-maximum (FU1M) of a few peaks were initially fixed,
and the fitting program was constrained to vary only the parameters
for those remaining.

These newly found optimum parameters were then

frozen and the rest of the set (those originally fixed) varied.
11) is successive approximation technique was continued until a selfconsistent set of parameters was found. The quality of the fit was
2
judged from the statistical x and visual examination of the plot
(Fig. 2).
'Pie results in Table I indicate that the theoretical intensities
are in excellent agreement with experiment.

Theoretical energies,
4

relative to the main line, arc 2.1 to 3.S eV higher than experiment.

-73l-'or the weaker satellites which are relatively near the double
ionization ("sliakcoff") limit, this excellent agreement is obtained
only with a deconvolutcd peak which has a very large FW1IM. We regard
such close agreement with experiment in this region as largely fortuitous.
As the shakeoff limit is approached, one would expect to begin to
observed Kydborg series.

Our spectrometer cannot resolve the e and

our calculations should become progressively less reliable as the limit
is approached.

Thus both The* experimental and thcorcti.;:] intensities

in this region may have rather large error bars.

These pi obi cms in

no way affect the major conclusions of our work.
C.

Thcorct ical

The correlation-peak spectrum was calculated usii j, the theoretical
formalism described in I."

Two major levels of soph -.tication were

used for the wavefunctions necessary in this work.
interaction among the ionic final states was cons

First, configuration
ered, with the

ground state represented by a single Slater dcte ninant.

In the

next step, CI in the ground state was also incl a!cd. For each of
these cases the relative intensities of the correlation peaks w w e
computed in the overlap approximation.
It was shown in I that, except for to* .s to be discussed in
Appendix 1 (which are small for core-level satellites), the dipole and
sudden approximations give identical res Its in the overlap approximation.
Results are displayed in Table 1 for fi ;al state CI (Method A) and
for initial state CI (Method I)).

In : Jdition an estimate of the

variation in the energy-dependent tc :u was obtained assuming the
photoelcctron continuum function tr be represented by a plane wave.
This causes the relative intensities calculated from the dinole
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approxjmation and the energy dependent fonn of the sudden approximation
(i.e., before the k->°° limit is taker.) to he very slightly different..
The variation in the energy-dependent factor, Q(I;), is shown in
Tabic II. The product of this factor and the overlap term gives
the filial set of relative intensities shown in Table II.
The means of calculating the various wavefund ions are discussed
in Section C-l followed by a description of the one-electron basis
set in Section C-2. Section C-3 deals with the overlap and energydependent portions of the cross section.
1.

'Hie Kavefunctions
A set of SCF orbitals was found for the ground state occupancy
n

2, 2, 2

n

4,1,.+,.

lo 2o 3o lit ( 2. )

,

>y using an iterative natural orbital "annihilation of singles"
technique. '

The energy obtained with this technique is identical

to that which would follow from a standard Ilartrco-fock-Roothaan
calculation.

The orbitals, however, arc natural orbitals instead

of the standard canonical set which diagonalize the Peck matrix.
They were transformed into the canonical set by the appropriate
unitary transformation.
Using the canonical orbitals found in this way as trial vectors,
a further "annihilation of singles" calculation was carried out on
the ion III- at the intcrnuclear separation of the neutral molecule.
This yielded a wavefunction for the single configuration la 2o 3a ITT ( Z ) ,
which will be termed the "reference state".

It corresponds to the P Is

hole state, and represents the wavefunction which would be found by
applying the Ilartrcc-Fcck-Roothaun equations to this open shell single
determinant.
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To obtain appropriate wavcfunctions for the excited states in
the vicinity of tiic reference state, a configuration expansion was
employed.

All single excitations with respect to the reference state
Y. symmetry were included.

which possessed

I'or our basis set of M<;

and ftn molecular orbitals, this results in 6(> configurations. These
can be represented.
2o .10 molii

[le -> ma)

lo 2a3o mylTi

(2u -• mo)

. 1 . Z,

,»

. 4

l o 2a 3oiiio 1 TI
l o 2e 3o In mi

t

,

j o •+ mo)

(In •* mi)

I'or the last three types there are three electrons outside closed
shells; thus U m

Z

configurations exist for cacli single excitation.
g
lioth of these configurations were included in the expansion.
Kith the one-electron basis set defined \y the orbitals .'or the
F Js reference state, the Hami]tonian matrix within this configuration
space was formed and diagonali-ed.

We assume that the resulting

roots and eigenvectors are reasonably good approximations to those
:

excited ""I states of I!l that lie in the energy region near the
o

reference state.

Initially we hoped that by limiting the expansion to single
excitations, each excited state could be rather straightforwardly
interpreted in terms of a one-electron transition from the reference
state.

We found, however, that when the virtual canonical orbitals

of the reference state were used in the one-electron basis, several
excitations mixed strongly in the eigenvectors of interest.

In other

words, the unoccupied eigenvectors from the hole-state calculation
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arc not very good approximations to the excited-state orbitals.

For

this reason, the virtual canonical orbitals were transformed into
a set appropriate for describing the motion of an electron in the
field of an N-2 electron core. The orbitals found in this way reflect
more closely the potential experienced by the "excited" electron.
This transformation has been used in similar problems previously,
and we will not discuss it here.

This new starting set gave, in

most cases, excited states which could be well described in terms of
one-electron excitations from the reference state determinant.
The description of the ionic states was concluded by performing
?+
a final SCF calculation on the ion HF" in the conliguration
1

2

2

3

>

1O 2O 3O 1TI C II)

The energy of this state relative to the reference state is interpreted
as the threshold of "shakeoff" phenomena.
A brief discussion of the rationale involved in the computation
of the initial state CI wavefunction seems in order. After the work
on ionic HF, wc knew the general nature of the correlation states which
could be described by our basis set; in particular, we knew the
predominant virtual molecular orbital involved in describing a given
correlation state. This dictated the choice of the configuration
expansion for the ground state.

The virtual orbitals important in

describing the correlation states correspond reasonably well to the
first four virtual o orbitals and first throe virtual ir orbitals in the
ground state calculation (see Table III). The excited configurations
in the initial state involving these orbitals should then be the ones
possessing a large overlap integral with the correlation states. Our

-77approach was, therefore, to reduce the ground state virtual space to
include only these orbitals. All single and double excitations from
the valence orbitals (3o,lit) into this reduced set (generating a total
of 105 configurations) were included.

This reduction was necessary

due to the size limitations of our computer programs and the expense
involved in computing the transition moments involving non-orthogonal
orbitals.
2.

The R'isis Set for Hydrogen Fluoride
The basis set finally chosen consisted of normalized Slater-type

orbitals (STO's).

It is set out in Table III. The requirements that

the basis set must satisfy are twofold.

First, it was found that a

double-zcta description of the valence orbitals is necessary to account
correctly for the effects of electronic relaxation in the !•' Is hole
state.

Furthermore, the proper Rydbcrg-typc orbitals must be included

in the basis set in order to obtain a reliable description of the
excited states. Kc approached this problem by augmenting the double
zeta basis set of Iluzinaga and Amau

22

for the fluorine atom with a

3d polarization function (C, = 2.500) and two il Is functions (exponents
1.000 and 1.500).

To this set we systematically added Rydherg-typc

orbitals on the fluorine atom.
performed in this way.

A total of eight calculations were

The final set consisted of fourteen Sigma -

and six pi-type functions.
In the first few calculations, Rydhcrg orbitals on fluorine
were chosen on the basis of Slater's rules.

1

One might expect, in tin

united-atom limit, that the orbitals of the lie

ion (n > 3) would

be appropriate for the Rydbcrg states based on the F Is hole state. Ke
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found, however, that the exponents estimated in this way were too
diffuse.

The final set contains oibitals with exponents slightly

larger than those suggested by Slater's rules.
Not all of the excited states that can be calculated for a given
basis set will have physical significance.

Our final basis gave stable

energies and transition moments, with respect to addition of further
orbitals and slight modifications of the exponents of existing orbitals,
for those excited states which we felt were physically reasonable.
It docs not represent an optimized set of orbitals; rather it is one
which is sufficiently flexible to meet our particular needs, 'llic
philosophy of our approach was to employ a large enough basis set in
:

the Hl

CI calculation to reproduce the lowest 1(1 "shakcup" states

reliably both in energy and in orbital composition (hence in peak
intensity).

These are the states that appear clearly in the experimental

spectrum before the "shakcoff" ionization limit.
An indication of the complctness of the basis set for at least
two of the states of interest hero is afforded by comparison with
previous work.
for the
and liuo

Z

'Hie final set chosen gives an SCI-' energy of -100.0553 a.u.

ground state of IIP. The near Hnrtrce-l-'ock result of Cade
is -100.0703 a.u.

The same basis yields an energy of

-74.5670 a.u. for the P Is hole state, to be compared with Schwartz's
result of -74.5365 a.u.

'Hie calculated F Is binding energy is

693.5 eV, which is slightly higher than the value of 693.3 cV reported
3

by Schwartz, air n shakeoff limit falls at -73.2872 a.u., or 34.8 eV
above the primary hole state.

-79Thc compositions of the molecular orbitals which are most
important for describing "shakcup" phenomena in I IF are given for the'
ground state and the ionic states in Table 111A and Table IIIB
respectively.
3.

Intensity Calculations
The intensity of each final-state peak relative to that of the

main peak was first calculated in the overlap approximation (Ii[. (23b)
or I!q. (2ub) from Section III-A). If only final-state CI was considered
(Method A ) , the relation
IJ". C* , S111

2

( M )

"TT6T " ',—r-jTTTIn On n I

is appropriate. The extension of the theory to include configuration
interaction in the initial-state (Method R) leads to

,, ,,
U»')

=

I
*
111\ *-> 'n'n 'On'ran
' n,m
l

M>

. ,.

e n s *

*On On inn
I n,m
I

Here C , and I), are the coefficients of the configurations (n and m)
in the eigenvectors of the final and initial states, respectively.
for HF these would have the form
!«,("')»
If

f
n i 2- 2, 4,2,.+,,
n'0l
'
)

C

,0 l n

(

l

2

1

2

+

+ C , ]la2o 3o1olTi' (A !; ))
n

1

2

4

,

+ C , |lo2a 3a4alTr lin:' )> + . . .
2
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2

2

| ^ > = D |lo 2o 3oV(V)>
o n

2

2

1

+

+ I) |lo 2o 3o4olir''( i: )> + . . .
01

where, for the final state \v\

i, the two linearly independent

doublet spin functions which can be constructed from the orbital
occupancy are denoted by A and B.
The overlap functions S
were discussed in Section III-A.
nm
1

Here

they actually refer to a sum of determinantal overlap integrals,
the nature of the sura being determined by the expansion coefficients
of the Slater determinants in the configuration.

For IIP the super

scripts "11" refer to the deletion of the row containing electron I
and the column containing the basis function log from the ground state
determinant(s).
Analysis of the energy dependent factor in the cross section,
Q(H), requires specification of the photoelectron continuum function
|x>.

For the purposes of estimation, we chose the plane wave

approximation

,, ,-3/2e 4-1

X = (2TT)

For a given photon energy, this term in the dipole cross section is
22

2

Q ( )E )i r o L E= P ( nl )*Ki oJlv! |l x> l| - k- pk ( r( O
H )l |<<#$ , J x > |
= p C E )

D

m m i F

<

,

x

2

P

2

1 0

where k is the wavevector of the photoelectron, p(\V) is the density
of final continuum states (proportional to k ) , and <<h |x> is the
overlap of the lo orbital (a linear combination of STO's) with the
plane wave |x>.

(66)

-81Thc sudden approximation gives
Q^SUDUI-N'^l^lol^l

2

( 0 7 J

•

Both of these expressions are slowly varying for the sligi.t changes
in k across the manifold of the IIP correlation states.

They are

displayed in Table II.
I).

Cone in- ion_s

The conclusions drawn below refer specifically 10 the !• Is
correlation-state peaks

;

the high-energy Xl'S spectrum of III', he

believe that most of them are more generally true for comparable '-pcctia,
but the exact extent to which they apply can be ascertained better
following theoretical analysis of additional cases.
First and perhaps of most importance, the excellent agreement
between experiment and Method B (Table i) provides strong evidence
that the overlap approxinint ion embodied in 1.4. (?)

is adequate to

describe such a high-energy core-level correlation-state sprclrum.
Ilic corollary conclusion is that init iai-stnte CI must be
included, since Method A (Table I) gives peer intensity predictions.
This is entirely expected in view of the discussion in I, but it has
not been recognised in previous work on core level satellite spectra.
Examination oT Table II and, of course, the results of the overlap
approximation, imply that the energy-dependent factor in the cross
section can safely be neglected at these energies.

At lower photon

e/iergies, however, these terms might be expected to become more
important.

It is difficult to say at what point they would !"• longer

be negligible, and, perhaps more importantly, at what point the plane
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wave approximation itself becomes poor.

Our results, in fact, do not

imply that the plane wave approximation is good even at these energies.
They simply suggest that the energy dependence--whatever its form-slowly varying.

is

The usefulness of the plane wave approximation is an

important question at the present time since several theoretical
models for predicting the intensities of molecular orbital photoemission
spectra use cither it or a closely related type of continuum function.
Further work on this point is in progress in our laboratory.
The primary components of the dipole cross sect.ion--Q(H) and the
overlap integral S

--have already been discussed.

There arc additional

terms in the cross section, however, and in the Appendix we report the
results or: calculations which evaluate the leading corrections for a
few of the states of IIP studied here.

They are all found to he

negligible at tiic photon energies used in our experiment.
It is interesting to interpret the correlation peak intensities
in terms of "shakcup" excitation into virtual orbitals.

An examination

of Table IV shows that the first two correlation stares (1 and 2) can
be described fairly well as arising from the 3o -• 4o transition.

These

two final states are describable as molecular valence states, the
reuia-ndcr of the spectrum corresponding primarily to Kydbcrg-likc states.
Only state 2 of this pair is predicted to have an observable intensity,
and it is indeed the first state observed in the experimental spectrum.
It seems reasonable to assert that the relatively low intensity of this
transition is attributable to the charge transfer nature of the
excitation.
and

:

The 3o orbital is the bonding combination of the i (2p)

(Is) orbitals and is largely localized on the fluorine atom,
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while tlic Id is the antibondin;; combination and is primarily hydrogen like.

Since tlic orbitals have their large components in different

regions of space, one would expect a small overlap.
seems plausible, but there are also more subtle
substantially to the cross section.

This interpretation

effects that contribute

These are the small admixture

T

of the 1 ' -> 2K excitation into state 2, the even smaller admixture
of the reference state, and the effect of configuration interaction
in the initial state.

This last point is very important and can he

seen quite clearly in Table 1. Hie inclusion of initial state CI
(Method ];) nearly doubles the predicted intensity of state 2 relative
to the primary bole state.

17

'Die most intense peak in the spectrum, state 5, corresponds to
;

the In -• 2-i, or !-'(2p ) -• l (5p) excitation.
is also relatively intense.

U s counterpart, state ?,

'11 le next most intense peak in the

:

spectrum is state 9, the l (2p 1 -- I(4p.) excitation.

Those results,

of course, would be expected on the basis of a simple one-electron
overlap model.
Satellites with smaller intensities are less predictable.
is primarily attributable to the 5o -• Sc excitation.
ing to sa\ that since the

State 7

It would be tempt

:

5o orbital is l (3s)-likc, there should he

very little overlap with the So orbital in the ground state (which is
mainly l'(2p^)- like), and this causes the small intcr.Mty of state /.
These arguments, however, are probably oversimplified since there is
a fairly large component of 3n - bo (l2p
:

:

• I3p ) in the wave function.

Configuration mixing i:iakes it nearly impossible to give rough nj>riori_
estimates of intensities.

1'or example, the 5o > op excitation is
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important in state 8, and it might therefore he expected to lie rather
intense.

It is not.

The F(2p } -• F(4s) excitation, state 10, on the
o

other hand, lias a much larger intensity.

The reasons for these

differences in overlap arc complex, and are tied into the specific
nature of configuration mixing in these excitatcd states.

Since the

configurations enter into the wavefunction with a phase, they can
either add intensity to the predominant configuration, or camel what
intensity the duminant configuration might supply.

These problems

are expected to lie more severe in molecules than atoms since there
is generally a much denser excited-state manifold in the molecular
species.
Finally, K C note that the HP molecule is isoelcctronic with
the neon atom.

One might, therefore, expect to sec some similarities

in their satellite spectra.

:

In l igs. 3a and 3b we have drawn a bar

spectrum of the most intense satellites in No

l

and 111'. Above each

bar we have assigned an orbital which serves to roughly identify the
final state.
The most intense satellites in the .Me Is spectrum arc derived
from 2p •* np excitations.

If one images the two nuclei in HI-' being

adiabatically compressed into a united atom, the 3u and lit orbitals
of the molecule correlate with Xc 2p while 4a and 2n correlate with
the Neon 3p orbital.

Since the major intensity in neon comes from

the 2p -• 3p excitation, it is not surprising that the most intense
peaks in fIF arise from the 3o -• 4o and In -» 2n excitations.

The

(hi -• 4it) state in I IF is also relatively intense and correlates with
the 2p •* 4p excitation in the united atom.
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Anotlicr qualitatively interesting comparison is to consider the
:

"equivalent cores" analog of the !•' Is hole state in III, i.e., the
species (Nell) - The charge distribution in this system is presumably
intermediate in character between the two extremes Ne - 11 and Ne
with the latter being the more chemically reasonable.

- II,

'Hie correlation

states of 111-' should thus be similar to the excited states of Nc ,
inasmuch as the hydrogen nucleus is adequately shielded by its electron.
19

+
'Hie states of Ne

1

derived irom -.p -» 3p excitations ' are shown

diagramatically in rig. 3c.

'lliey have been given intensities based

on the total degeneracy of each state. This simple picture seems to
wort quite well, as can he seen by comparing Fig. 3c to I-'ig. 3b.
Although no detailed correlation between specific states can be drawn,
this model reproduces the obscrvcJ shift in III' vs Nc toward smaller
satellite separation from the primary state.
:

In summary, the correlat ion-peat, spectrum of Hl can be calculated
quite satisfactorily in the overlap approximation.

The intensities

of the correlation peaks are very dependent upon tfie effects of
configuration interaction in both the initial at:-:! final states. At
present, quantitative predictions of such spectra based on simple oncclcctron models seem doomed to failure,

liven qualitative estimates

and assignments an- very difficult considering the importance of
configuration interaction in the final state.

'Hie effect of CI in

the initial state is to increase the intensities of the shaKeup states
at the expense of the primary hole state,

l-'or IIP, the shakeup states

arc ail roughly twice as intense once initial state CI is included.
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E.

Appendix

In the preceding paper (I), a formalism for the photoemission
cross section was presented in which the usual assumption of "frozen
orbitals" was not made.

This introduced a number of additional

terms (Eq. (17)) not present in the usual expression for the cross
section.

In this appendix we report numerical results for some of

these corrections for many of the states involved in IIP.

These values

were calculated early in our work, simply to satisfy us that they
were indeed ncgxigiblc.

'Die absolute numbers, therefore, come from

a basis set that differs slightly from the final one.

However, a

comparison of the relative importance of the corrections should be
meaningful.
The overlap contributions (Z C , S

J

= A -J) arc shown in Table V.

The term (j = lo6) obviously dominates all other j.
^xll'ij'

K <

r

*xlp|*° '

a t

X-ray energies, the entire second term in

liq. (17) can safely be disregarded.
0-n Cn,_[II
E P xj Vi
n n **,„!,
Jen W=?
n

less predictable.

Furthermore, since

N

The conjugate factors

1

r

" l.**.
j )] = n!)
n

a r e

l a r

E

c r

a n d

somewhat

We estimate their importance as follows.

In the plane wave approximation for x» the term j = la will affect
the cross section as
1

o , « lu • < K A " + r } * !
n'

'-.

~ n

2

.

(68)

~n' '

••

'

Since k and I' are vectors, the "conjugate" correction will be angularly
dependent.

In the gas phase, one might average this expression over

all possible orientations of the molecules with respect to u, and
for unpolarircd X-rays, average over all polarizations.

This leaves
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at> expression which is dependent on the angle

bctivecn the pbotoelectron

exit slit and the photon propagation direction.

This angle in our

instrument is TI/2.
After preforming tlicsc averages, one finds lliat the cross section
is proportional to

A]th Hifli !' , can sometimes be comparable to A , (sec Table V), the
"
n
'
n
"
2
factor 1/k effectivcjy quenches this contribution well above threshold.
'Hie other terms (r , ,j f lo) are also negligible since they enter
the expression multiplied by a smaller overlap integral <x|j>We conclude that well above threshold only the first terms of
Kq. (1.8) should be necessary for the calculation of photoionization
cross sections for core levels.

As threshold is approached, the

conjugate mechanism may become more important due to the presence of
the 1/k" multiplicative factor.
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Table I. Correlation Peak Intensities In the Overlap Approximation

< b

b

I ( ,o)< >.
Method 3

State'*'

I (t co) >
Method A

0

(1,000)

(1.000)

(1.000)

1

0.000

0.001

-

h

t ! l

(c

I(cxpt) >

( d

E(th=o, '
(eV)

E(expt)
(cV)

1.4

(693.5)

6 9 4 . C( 5)

-

23.89

FWHM
(eV)

( d >

2

0.012

0.020

0.019(3)

2.1'3)

23.90

22.4(2)

3

0.0 S 5

0.030

0.030(4)

2.3(3)

29.57

26.50(9)

4

0.000

0.000

5

0.036

0.062

6

0.000

0.001

7

0.007

0.012

0.057(5)

0.010

8

0.000

o.ooo

9

0.028

0.041

0.03£;5)

-

10

0.005

0.007

0.007

11

0.000

0.000

-

3.7(3)

-

-

30,69

29.90(7)

32.35
32.72

-

4.7(3)

33.31

30.87

-

33.74

-

34.84

32.7(3)

35.43

33.3

7.1(9)
7.9(9)

-

35.72

—

A

a) In order of incrsasing energy. "Reference state" is numbered 0, as in Fig. i and ' x t .
b) All intensities normalized to peak 0. Absolute values of the everlai '-negral in state 0 are 0.78115
(Kethcd A), 0.71970 (Method 3).
c) E r r o r in last place given parenthetically.
d) F i r s t entry is the absolute binding energy of the reference state.; the others are incremental
energies relative to this,

Table II.

, .
Slate"
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( b )

Q(E)
(dipolc)

{ , , )

0(E)
(sudden)

(c

I(ll,eo) >
(dipole)

I(the.'.)
(nuddei'(

0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1

0.980

1.011

0.001

0.001

2

0.979

1.012

0.020

0.0 ?0

3

0.976

1.012

0.029

0.030

4
5
6
7

0.975
0.973
0.973
0.973

1.014
1.015
1.015
1.015

0.000
0.060
0.001
0.012

0.000
0.06J
0.001
0.012

8

0.972

1.016

0.000

0.000

9
10
11

0.972
0.971
0.971

1.016
1.017
1.017

0.040
0.007
0.000

0.041
0.007
0.000

(0

1.0

a) In o r d e r of increasing e n e r g y ; state 0 i± the " r e f e r e n c e s t a t e " .
b) Normalized to state 0.
c) Computed as the product of the energy dependent t e r m , Q(IO), .ind
the overlap t e r m for our best wavefunctions (Method IS in TabK- I).
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Tabic V.

Comparison of Ovcrl.ip and Conjugate

T«rwr. i n Miotocmisslon Crosii S e c t i o n s for IIF *

j * lo

.U

J!

II

n
0.80'-0.0H
0.104
-0.111
-o.oo;
-0.I7H

•1

,

- 0.000

oo:
ooo

1

o.oo;
o.om
-o.o',l
-o.om
-0.0)4

.000
.000
.000

-0.001
- 0 . OCK.

0.001
-0.033
-0.00?
0.001
0.000
0.000
-0.00?
-0.000
-0.003

a.

See Aw-rniSi* 1 for definition!-, of '- ,
n'
rccij>toc.»! i-'.'-.i r..

and

r }.
n'

b.

The (!-i*'h'-;. r«. j-n-ien" r-ilcui.it ions which wore not

c

Note ih.it .'- ;

The u n i t s for T } ate
n*
peiforocd.

for ) • 1" v,inii;hes m a l l s t a t e s by sywaotry.

-96HGURi: CAPTIONS
(a) IIIjil» pressure ami (b) low-pressure photoclectron spectra of
the F Is region in (IF using AlKri, , X-rays. Tlie scale for the
correlation ami inelastic loss peaks is expanded 20 times that
for the main peak.
Correlation peaks for I IF F Is relative lo the main line along
with the compute/ fit (see Table I and text).

The crosses

represent actual data points; the circles represent data
connected for the inelastic energy loss peak at about ^0 eV.
(a) The roost intense satellites of the Ne Is hole stale. The
correlation of these states with the IIP satelSites is shown by
the dotted lines,
spectrum.

(b) The most intense states of the I IF satellite

The abscissa is the separation from the primary state

and the ordinate is the intensity relative to the primary state.
Above each bar an orbital designation is provided which roughly
identifies the final state (see text), (c) The excited states
? ? 7
*
derived from the configuration ls"2s~;!p"p of the Ne

ion. They

have been given intensities based on the total degeneracy of
each state.
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VII. No (is) SATH.UTI: sraimiiu:
A.

Introduction

When monochromatic radiation excites photoclcctrons from a given
atomic species, a scries of Strom; peaks usually appears in the
kinetic energy spectrum of the outgoing electron:.,

lach of the peaks

corresponds to a final ionic state in which a single electron has
been ejected from the Is, 2s, 2p.,,, -P-r/i, etc, level. The initial
atomic state energy H. and the final ionic slate energy \'., are related
to the photoclcctron's kinetic energy K by
E. + hv = E, + K

.

(70)

Associated with each strong peak there are also usually several weaker
satellite peaks. These arise through excitation of higher-energy
final states of the ion. Hie satellite states usually have the same
symmetry as the 'main" peak and, in common with it, they have an
electron missing from the same suhshcll of the atomic core.

Ihe

terms "shakcup states", "configuration-interact ion states", and
"correlation states" have been applied to these satellites.
The neon Is orbital provides the most suitable test case for
studying correlation satellites theoretically.

Krause ct al.

first

•f

found Is correlation states in Nc , at relatively low resolution.
2
3
Carlson et al. and Sicgbahn ct a], subsequently reported better4
resolved spectra. Recently, Cclius reported a high-resolution spectrum
in which a total of 13 correlation peaks were identified.

Nine of

these peaks were assigned to one-electron excitation to states of

S

symmctry--thc same symmetry as the main Is state. The energies and
intensities were accurately determined:

the experimental situation is,

-101tl-.ercfore, quite satisfactory.
From A theoretical standpoint the Nc Is correlation-state oiierp.ie-..
are well understood, hav'np, been calculated liy Ila;;us ami (;el ins'
1

usinj; a multi-conf i(;urat ion Ihrtree-Fock (Mill ) method.

The enerj'.ie-.

arc not necessarily related to the photoemis;ion process, however,
and interpretation of correlation-peak srvctra in tenns of energies
alone neglects nc.! of
contain.

the unique ir-fprail ion Dial these spci"1''.i

To extract this information and make a definitive inter

pretation, we ntist construct a theory that accounts for the satellite
intensities.

The only theoretical intensities heretofore available

were j;i\vn by Krause et al.

They us<_d an MI1IF approach to estimate.

the intensities of the first two satellites.

Good agreement with

experiment was obtained, hut it was probably fortuitous, as we shall
show below.

The MOII' approach is not readily extended to spectra

containing several satellites, and a better model is ret..sired.

The

object of this paper is to present such a model.
in Section Vll-B the theory of correlation state spectra is
briefly discussed.

Basis sets and Hartroe-I-'ock results are dealt

with in Section VII-C.

In Section VII-D we describe attempts to

predict correlat ion-state intensities Kith both I he M O IF model and i''i
orthogonal ired modi i'ication.

Configuration-interaction techniques are

introduced and applied to the final-state manifold in Section VII-H,
:

and in Section VII-1 this approach is extended tc the initial state.
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B.

Theory

In the photoelectric effect a photon excites an N-elcctron
system from its ground state ¥- into an excited state which wo may
write symbolically as the product of a state vector T.(N - 1)
describing the residual N - 1 electron ionic system and a continuum
function X.: (Y kfJ for the outgoing electron,
N

\W

~ Hfj (N - 1)

Xj

Tliis is actually an oversimplified form.
made for computational simplicity.

}

(VN

•

Several approximations were

We have neglected coupling of

channels in the continuum, a point recently discussed in connection
7
with srtellite spectra by Hanson.
Far from threshold this effect
o
should be small, and it is not included in this work.

In view of

the agreement with experiment obtained in the calculations discussed
below, we conclude that coupling of continuum channels is not crucial
to an understanding of the satellite intensities in the No Is region
excited by A1K

X-rays (photoelectron kinetic energy of ~600 eV).

From a computational standpoint, this approximation allows one to determine
an ionic state of any desired accuracy, and then to generate a single
continuum function in this ionic potential for an appropriately
anti •ymmetrized N-electron L-S eigenstate.
tfc also have neglected contributions to the dipole matrix
element which arise explicitly from the antisymmetric nature of the
initial state and from any energy dependence over the satellite-states'
q
energy range in the one-electron photoclectron cross section.
We
studied the effects of these simplifications on a similar correlationstate calculation on hydrogen fluoride,

and found them to be small.
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Witli these approximations t!ic calculation of relative intensities I.
of the correlation states reduces to evaluation of an expression
identical to the sudden-approximation result of Abcrg,
I. •* | (M'jCN'ls) I4--CN - i ) |

2

;

(71)

where 'l'.(.\"ls) denotes the N - 1 electron function formed from the
neon ground-state wavefunction by removing the N

electron and a Is

orbital (i.e., by striking the appropriate row and column from each
determinant describing the ground state).

Thus our task is to find

appropriate descriptions of f-(N) and f.(N - 1) for all j of interest.
Before describing in detail the basis sets that were employed,
let us make some general observations about the correlation states.
The ground state of neon is of course mainly Is 2s 2p
Section VI).

(but see

The main peak in the Nels photoemission spectrum is

ls2s 2p , S. As Krause et al. have shown, other

S states can be

formed, for example, by promoting an electron to an np orbital and
recoupling with the hole to

S or

S, then recoupling to Is to form

2_
.
S, viz,
2

5

3

2

^(np) = 2s 2p npC S) Is ( S)
2

5

1

2

* fnp) = 2s 2p np( S) Is ( S)
2

and similarly for ns.

These two single "configuration state functions"

represent the simplest treatment of the final ionic state.

If we were

to compute intensities at this stage, employing a singlc-determinantal
initial state and using Koopmans' approximation for the final state
orbilals, both states would have an identically zero overlap witli
the initial state.

If, on the other hand, we performed separate
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Hartree-Fock calculations for both of these final states, the orhitals
for the final stctes would no longer be orthogonal to those of the
initial state and orbital relaxation would provide a mechanism for
populating ^ ( n p ) .

In this coupling scheme, however, even with

relaxation ij>, (np) is still orthogonal to the initial state by virtue
of the valence electron spin coupling.

Because two satellites

2 5
corresponding to the configuration ls2s 2p 3p arc experimentally
observed, Krause et al. pointed out

that at the very least eigenstates

must be formed from $. and $_:
2

I* (lower) = a.h(np) + (1 - a )
np
l
l 1/2

S c u p p e r ) = bc^Oip) + (1 - b )

1 / 2

*-(np)
l

( 7 2

j

^(np)

Of course the true eigenstates cannot be written so simply; they are
linear combinations of all the basis states.
dominant terms in the expansion of <f

Nevertheless, the

(upper or lower) tend to be

<K (np) and <tu(np); we shall, therefore retain the notation f
and f

(upper)

(lower) for the eigenstates.

A comment on the "shakeup" terminology is in order.

It is

convenient to enumerate configurations that admix with the main con
figuration, .\e (Is 2s 2p ) , by "promoting" one electron at a time and
2
recoupling to a S term. This "promotion" is a computational convicnce
that has meaning only in the context of a preselected basis set.

In

particular, it has nothing to do with the ionization process. The
1 2
early literature on the subject ' used terms such as "monopole
excitation", "monopole transition" and "two-electron excitation" in
describing the occurrence of correlation states, tore recently,

-105corrclation-state peaks in transition-metal complexes have been
attributed to "ligand-to-mctal charge transfer". These terms had
heuristic value during the development of the subject, but they can
be misleading if interpreted literally. We note that there is no
monopole transition and no shakcup transition.

The correlation peaks

12
arise in exactly the same way as do the main peaks.

It is also

not rigorously correct to describe the correlation states as resultinj:
from two-electron excitation.

Because of the potentially misleading

nature of the terms "shakeup" and "monopole transition", we prefer the
term "correlation states".
C.

Basis Sets and llartree-i'ock Results

The SCI- calculations were all done with Rootliaan's analytic
expansion,

using the Slater-type orbitals (STO's)
*nltm = [ ( 2 0

2 n + ]

/(2n)!]

1 / 2

A V ^ ' Y ^ O , * )

(73)

The final basis set chosen for our SCF calculations is given in
Table I.

It was fonncd by augmenting the set of five s-likc and four

p-like STO's optimized by Bagus

14

for the N'e ground state with a set

of seven Rydbei-g orbitals. The exponents in the Rydberg STO's were
chosen by matching <r>

to the results found by Bagus and (Jclius

a numerical MQIF calculation on the Ne (Is hole) states, using

<r>n

2n + 1
C
Z

n

and
- In * D(2n * 1)

2

< >
r

n

2?n

in
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Two values of £ were obtained from each of these two relations,
n
correspondinj: to the upper and lower np states.
the four £

values for each n was excellent.

The agreement anion;;

The values quoted in

Table I arc averages. The exponent £, = 0.30 lies slightly above
i c

an estimate made by extrapolation of £ vs n.
n

Slater's rules*' ;'ive
'•

exponents of 1.02, 0.54, O.50, and 0.48 for n = 3, 4, 5, and (.,
respectively.

Because £

is 1 - independent for STO's, we took f. . = f

for all n.
Table II gives the Hartrec-Fock energy results obtained with this
basis set for the Ne ground state, the Ne
2p shake-off limits; i.e., the lowest
Ne

1: hole state, and the two

P and

P states of

(ls2s 2p"), which mark the onset of new continuum manifolds.

Ihe total energy of the Xe Is hole state is quite close to the value
of -96.62571 a.u. reported by Bagus, confirming that the augmented
initial-state basis set is sufficiently flexible to describe both
states.

The results in Table II give
I^(ls) = 868.6 eV
3

P Shakeoff Limit = 45.15 eV

1

P Shakcoff Limit = 49.46 cV

In the No Is photoelectron spectrum the most intense satellites
are members of the Rydbcrg series approaching these two double ioni
zation limits. We, therefore, elected to focus our calculations on
the states derived from 2p - np.
The adequacy of this minimal Ryiibcrg basis was tested by comparing
the energies of the correlation states as calculated with this set
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(by employing a configuration interaction (CI) expansion to IK
described later) with energies obtained using; a set in which the
3s and 3p orbitals were "split" into two STO basis functions.

The

correlation state energies were all identical within 0.1 eV. Iv'c,
therefore, believe tlrat the minimum Rydbcrg basis is adequate for
describing the correlation states.
I).

Multiconfiguration llartrcc-l'ock Results

All previous theoretical treatments of the Nc Is correlation state
spcctruia were based on the MCJil-' model, which allows simultaneous
optimization of both the orbitals and coefficients of a configuration
interaction expansion.

In this section we report the No Is satellite

intensities calculated with the MOD-" wavefunct ions of liagus and Gclius.
Specifically, eacli state was separately optimized for the two term
expansion of Uq. (3). As Hagus and Gclius have shown,''

th" energies

of the Ne Is satellites can lie computed quite satisfactorily by this
method.

Hie intensities

hni.ever. are another natter.

The MOM

wave functions are orthogonal neither to each oilier nor to the main
Is hole state. Thus the MOII-' correlation-state intensities, which are
calculated from overlap integrals, cannot be taken very seriously.
IVe have also recalculated the intensities after .Sclmidt-orthogonal iiiing
the MOir wave functions.

After having thus exhausted the immediate

possibilities of this method, we turn in Section V11 -1: to a configuration
interact ion nodel for treating the correlation states.
The results are presented in Table 111. As (minted out previously,^"'
the correlation-state energies agree well with experiment, essentially
falling into place if a constant shift of 1.7 cV is applied relative

-]0S-

to the limn Is state.

A straight forward computation of the correlation

state intensities (i.e., overlap with the ground state) yields the
values given i" Column 4 of Tahle III. While the agreement with
experiment (Column G) of some oT the peaks is fairly good, the 3p
peak intensities are far too large.

Tliis discrepency is eliminated

by successive Schmidt orthogonnliiation of each fiual state to those
below it in energy (Table III, Column 5).

'Iliis procedure removes the

conceptual error or nonorthogonn]ity but replaces it by another,
because the order of Schmidt orthogonalir.al ion is both important and
arbitrary.

Carlson ct al., ' employing an identical procedure,

computed intensities for the 2p" 3p (lower) and 2p 3p (upper) stale:'.
of 2.31 and 2.9% respectively.

Ihcsc arc in marked disagreement with

the intensities we have found using either our first approach or the
orthogonalized modification.

We assume that the source of the

disagreement lies in the fact that they did not compute the complete
overlap integral with the ground state, but rather approximated it
as the one-electron orbital overlap integral <2p(initial state)|
3p(final state)).

As it is not clear how the MCI IF method can be

improved, we leave it at this point.
E.

Final-State Configuration Interact ion

A configuration-interaction calculation was carried out on the
Ne Is correlation states using the program described by Schacfer.
The one-electron functions used in the CI were generated by Schmidt orthogonalizing single Slatcr-typc orbitals to the Hartrcc-Fock
orbitals for an appropriate core (by "core", we mean the Is, 2s, and
2p atomic orbitals).

The STO's used to define the functions were the
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Rydberg orbjtals in the original basis, two 2s and two 2p orbitals from
the original basis (2s', 2s", 2p", 2p'"), a Is orbital with C = 12.0,
and a 3d STO with 5 = 3.5.

The reason for including the Rydbcrg

orbitals is obvious, and the remainder of the functions are chosen
so as to be able to describe orbital reorganization and electronelectron correlation in the n = 2 shell. This scheme generates a
basis set of 8s, 7p and Id function.
The choice of an appropriate core presents a problem.

The simplest

configuration expansion one can imagine which will generate the
correlation states as excited roots of the liamillonian is simply
1

7 ft

all single excitations with respect to Is 2s 2p . For the initially
occupied orbitals, one might choose either the SCF orbitals in the
+

main Ne Is hole state or those in the

P (or

P) state of Nc

(ls2s 2p ) .

Hie former would be expected to favor the main hole state energetically,
while the latter would favor the satellites; i.e., the optimum Is,
1 2 S
2s, and 2p orbitals in the configuration Is 2s 2p np should be nearer
to those of the 2p shakeoff limit than the main hole state. We note
first that the

3
1
P and P occupied SO" orbitals are very similar and

give nearly identical correlation state spacings and intensities when
wc use them in the CI described above.

To illustrate the difference

+

2+3

that is entailed by choosing the N'e Is hole state vs the Ne

P state

orbitals, wc found
+

n[3p(upper) - E(main peak)] =42.45 eV (Nc orbitals)
40.73 eV (Ne

2+

3

P orbitals)
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with intensities of 2.9% and 1.5% of the main peak, respectively.

To

eliminate this orbital dependence we considered several orbital
distribution schemes for the Ne Is final-state wavefunctions. We
adopted one that is designed to treat the main Is hole state and
six np correlation states (n = 3,4,5) equally.

This distribution is

the union of single excitations with respect to the reference
configurations.
. 1, 2, 6
Is 2s 2p
1 2
5
ls 2s 2p 3p
1

i

D

i 1, 2, 5.
Is 2s 2p 4p
and
1 2
5
Is 2s 2p 5p
with the constraint that the Is occupation is always one. This should
allow the 2s and 2p orbitals to readjust to whatever form is appropriate
for the state in question.

Our goal in this single excitation scheme,

therefore, is to treat the satellites and the main state at least
at the (lartrce-Fock level, independent of the orbital basis.
The excitations that this approach involved fall schematically
into certain categories, as illustrated below:
orbital

Is

occ. no.

1
1

2s,2p
8

Virtuals
0

7

1
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from Is 2s 2p , and
orbital
occ. no.

1

:

u

from ls' 2s' 2p 3p, etc.

Is

2s, 2p

3p

Virtuals

1

7

1

0

1

6

2

0

1

6

1

1

1

7

0

1

Using this approach we calculated the final-

state energies and peak intensities using both the Ne
and the Ne

(ls2s 2p )

Is hole state

P state occupied orbitals. The results

showed much better internal agreement.

The worst discrepancy in

energy relative to the main peak was 0.9 eV, and the largest discrepancy
in intensity was 0.3% (again for 3p(uppcr)).

Most of the differences

were much smaller.
Energies and intensities are set out in Table IV, Columns 3-5.
We shall refer to this result as Calculation 1.

The energies of the

correlation states relative to the main peak show an improvement relative
to the MCHF results in Table III: an average shift of 0.83 cV vs
1.72 for the six states in that table.

The absolute energies of all

the states were lower than the energies of the corresponding MCI IF
states found by Bogus and Gelius; wc, therefore, feel we have satisfied
our goal of treating all the final states at least at the Hartrec-Fock
level.
The intensities in Tabic IV, Column S are systematically lower
than experiment by about a factor of two. We considered improving
the correlation-state wave functions further, but decided against
doing so. The wave functions described above already involve 226

-112configuration state functions. The next logical improvement would
be to include the union of all double excitations, which would greatly
increase the number of configuration state functions.

Rather than

spending any fjrther effort focusing on the final states, we decided
to study the effect of electron-electron correlation in the initial
state.
F.

Initial-State Configuration Interaction

Early treatments of correlation satellites considered valence
excitations in the final states but treated the initial state as a
jingle configuration.

This asymmetric approach was justified in the

context of identifying peaks and calculating their energies. l"or
predicting intensities, however, such a model would not only be
quantitatively unsatisfactory (as the above calculations have shown),
but it would actually be conceptually wrong, because it systematically
excludes about half the effect, as we show below.
Recently initial-state configuration interaction (ISCI) has
emerged as an important factor in photoclectron spectroscopy.
Valence-band spectra of atomic Cd,

Hg,

and Pb

show satellite

peaks arising from configurations introduced into the ground state
by ISCI.

:

In molecular !li, the t'(ls) correlation-state spectrum is

strongly affected by ISCI.

The "spontaneous interconfiguration

fluctuation" of recent interest in mixed-valence rare-earth compounds
is of course simply another name for ISCI.

With these developments

in mind we were naturally led to consider ISCI in neon, even though
it is nominally a closed-shell atom.

I

-113Lot us first examine the type of correction ISCI would be
expected to provide. If we could suppress the exchange interaction
between the Ne Is electron and the valen c electrons in the Ne Is
2
5 '
hole states, the two ls2s 2p np ~Sstates would be replaced by
5
2
3
(2p np) S and S states. The former would be very similar to the
2 2 5
1
3
Is 2s 2p rip, S excited state in atomic neon (the S state also has
an analog in atomic neon, but it is not admixed into the ground state).
Similar 1:1 correspondence would obtain between the other configurations
in the Ne and Ne

(Is hole) manifolds witli the Is exchange splitting

removed. The energy spacings of the configurations would be slightly
greater in the ion, but otherwise the two manifolds of configurations
would be very siraiJar, as depicted in Fig. 1 (left side).
Now let us introduce configuration interaction in both manifolds
while continuing to suppress exchange involving the Is electron in
the ionic manifold. Correlated eigenstates arc generated .is shown
in Fig. 1 (right side).

We describe these eigenstates by coefficients

as shown, and note these have magnitudes
a

a

b

o 'o 'o • • ' ~

!

a. , a. , b, . . . ~0.1
Now if we consider Is photoemission in neon, there are four contributions
to the intensity-dctennining overlap integrals. Path A (Fig. 1) is
the largest term, of effective intensity

-114wherc, for tlie sake of this example, we take the overlap integrals
to be 1 or 0.

It connects the main configuration in the ground state

and the lowest hole state. Path B connects the ground state with the
correlation states. If the ground state were not correlated (i.e., a = 0
for n > 0), then B would be the only mechanism for reaching correlation
states, and the intensities of those peaks would be
b

2

I ~ I a l l ~ 0-01
B

0

•

At this point it is instructive to sec how the two major sources
of satellite intensity cited previously in the literature are related
to this model.

In most calculations of satellite intensities,

different one-electron functions are used to describe the ground state
and the ionic states. In this circumstance, the "relaxation" will
cause the two orbital sets to be non-orthogonal and we would not be
able to make the assumption that the overlap integrals are either zero
or unity.

It is always possible, however (at least in principle),

to perform a CI calculation on the ionic states using the groundstate orbitals. If this set were complete and we performed a full CI,
we would obtain the exact wavefunctions for the ionic states, and
the effective intensity would be determined (in our example) by the
coefficient b,. The magnitude of this coefficient would be determined
by both "orbital reorganization"--roughly speaking, the single
excitations relative to the predominant configuration of the satellite,
and "corrclation"--doublc and higher excitations. The former situation
has led to what is termed "shnkeup" and the latter to "configuration
interaction" states; the two groups of excitations are closely coupled,
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of course, and viewed in this broader picture the approximations we
have made thus far are perfectly adequate to describe qualitatively
both types of states.

Initial-state configuration interaction provides

a new avenue for populating final states; it introduces Path C.
is obvious tli.

It

i . 'li' h.-ivo ')>••> same magnitude as Path B, and

since it is added to the other contributions before squaring the matrix
element, its neglect can lead to intensity estimates which are either
too high or too low.

It also provides a mechanism for populating

satellites which do not h3ve the correct syiimetry to mix with the main
hoJc state (although this is not obvious in our example).
arising in this case have been termed "ISCI" states.

The satellites

18

In the neon ground-state CI calculations the one-electron functions
were chosen in exactly the same way as in the previous calculations,
except that the STO's were orthogonalized to the ground state IIF
orbitals.

This virtual space was initially partitioned into a

"Rydberg space" (RS) and a "correlating space" (CS). The RS (three
s-type and four p-type orbitals) consisted of those orbitals formed
from orthogonalizing the Rydberg STO's, while the remainder defines
the CS (three s-type, two p-type, and one d-orbital).

We made this

separation because it is well known that the optimum virtual orbitals
for computing the correlation energy have large amplitudes in the
region of the valence electrons, and, therefore, Rydbcrg orbitals
are not usually important in correlation energy computations.
The configurations in our next calculation incljdcd single
excitations into both the CS and RS, plus double excitations into
the CS. Ke refer to this as calculation Z, and it included the
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following distributions

(Is)

(2s,2p)

,

,

(ls ,2s ,2s",2p',2p",3d)

cs

(3s,4s,Ss,3p,4p,Sp,r>p)

2

8

0

0

2

7

1

0

2

7

0

1

2

6

2

0

The resulting total energy was lowered by 0.21 a.u. from the IfnrtrceFock value, thus picking up 55% of the Nc( S) L-sIiell correlation
energy (0.33 a.u.) reported by Nesuet.

22

The Ne Is correlation-peak

intensities are not improved, however; in fact they are slightly
poorer (Table IV, Column 6).

We infer that improvement of tho total

energy is by itself no criterion for the value of the wavefunet ion
in describing correlation-state phenomena.

Consideration of the

simple model given earlier shows that correlation-state intensities
will be greatly affected only if similar configurations are admixed
into the ground state; i.e., Path C must be brought into play.

In

Calculation 3, therefore, we transferred the 3s and 3p orbitals from
the RS to CS, thereby including double excitations of the form
Is 2s 2p 3p", Is 2p 3s , etc, in addition to those in Calculation 2.
The results were dramatic. As Table IV, Column 7 shows, the
intensities of the 3p(uppcr) and 3p(lower) peaks were more than doubled
to near the experimental values. The 4p, etc, intensities were not
significantly improved, however.

Encouraged by the success of

calculation 3 for 3p intensities, we moved the 4s and 4p orbitals over
into the correlating space in Calculation 4.

This eventually doubled

the 4p(lower) and 4p(uppcr) intensities, bringing them up toward the
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In

the next stcp--Calculation 5--in which the 5s, 5p, and 6p orbitals
were brought over into the correlating space (Column 9, Table IV) the
Sp and 6p intensities were likewise increased to approach the
experimental value (Table IV, Column 10). These results are illustrated
in Fig. 2. It seems safe to conclude on the basis of these calculations
that the correct theoretical intensities of a given correlation state
can bo calculated if that state is adequately represented in the
configurations that describe the initial state (via Path C ) , but
that only about 1/2 tlie experimental intensity is predicted otherwise
(Path B ) .
This result confirms the expectations of our simple model.
Calculations 1-5 clearly show that total energy alone is no criterion
of adequacy of the wavefunctions in predicting correlation-state
phenomena. Calculation 2 included 55% of the total L-shell correlation
energy (82% of the correlation energy which can be recovered by double
excitations in our basis), but gave no improvement on intensities
relative to Calculation 1. Calculation S, which gave much better
intensities, improved the computed L-shcll correlation energy to only
671 of the total value. Figure 3 illustrates this point.
In summary, this prototype calculation on neon has shown for
the first time that quantitative correlation-state intensities are
accessible within the framework of the sudden approximation. Agreement
with experiment was achieved only by taking into account configuration
interaction in the initial state. Clearly tlie correlation-state
intensities are very sensitive to the details of electron correlations
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in the ground state. Wc conclude that core-level satellite spectra
possess the potential of yielding unique information about ground-state
electron correlation.
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2p"
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2s

3.264
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2s'
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V
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3s'

10.995
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3s
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TABLE II.

Hartree-Fock energy results from the basis set In Table 1.

Energy (au)

Species

State

Ke

ls 2s 2pVs)

2

2

Virlal Coefficient

-E(ls)

Orbital Energies (au)
-E(2s)
-E(2p)

-128.54708

2.00000

32.77

1.93

0.85

!-•
N>

Ne+

ls2s 2p ( S)

- 96. 62402

2.00009

37.17

2.85

1.82

Ke

2 5 3
ls2s 2p"CP)

- 94.96461

1.99980

38.30

3.69

2.76

2 51
ls2s 2p'( P)

- 94.80628

1.99979

38.18

3.71

2.75

v

Ke

2

+

2

i

6

2

l

TAELE III. The MCHF results for Ke

Is correlation states.

State

Energy (eV above :nain peak)
R°f. 3.5
Expt(Ref.4)

MCHF

Intensity (relative to 100 for nain peak)
Orthogonalized MCHF
Expt.(Kef.4)

3p (lower)

35.59

37.35 (2)

9.25

3.35

3.15 (3)

3p (upper)

39.46

40.76 (3)

5.45

1.97

3.13 (10)

4p (lower)

40.50

42.34 (2)

2.31

0.74

2.02 (10)

4p (upper)

44.62

46.44 (5)

0.89

0.36

0.90 (11)

5p (lower)

42.38

44.08 (5)

0.95

0.29

0.42 (6)

5p (upper)

46.60

48.47 (7)

0.31

0.13

0.17 (5)

TABLE IV,

Neon Is correlation-state energies and Intensities, from configuration-Interaction calculations.

Root*

Excitation

1
2

<ls hole-stace)
2p - 3p

-E(au)

AE(oV)

I,

b , C

I

Ij

2

1^

Ij

d

I (c*pt>

(0.824)

(0.809)

(0.782)

(0.777)

(0.774)

96.69(06

0.0

100

100

100

100

100

100

95.357)3

36.4

1.26

0.79

2.58

2.51

2.47

3.15(10)

3
4
5

2p - 3p

95.22639

39.9

1.68

1.27

3.02

2.71

2.60

3.13(10)

2p - 4p

95.15613

41.9

0.85

0.54

0.66

1.53

1.48

2.02(10)

2? - 5p

95.11399

43.0

0.24

0.14

0.15

0.12

0.43

«

2p -• 6p

95.03181

45.2

0.05

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.09

0.42(06)
-0.15*

7

2p - 4p

95.00479

46.0

0.46

0.32

0.24

0.57

0.70

0.96(11)

8

2p •• 5p

94.95227

47.4

0.07

0.05

0.05

0.02

0.1!

0.17(5)

9

2p * 6p

94.87348

49.5

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.06

a)

A characteristic of this type of CI calculation Is that soxe roots are nonsensical: the calculation tr*«s to
simulate states that are not adequately spanned by our basis set. These begin to occur after the ninth root and
have been onltted. The excitation assignments were made by examining the eigenvectors.

b)

Subscripts refer to calculations as numbered In text-. The sa~ie flnal-s:atc functions were uf-rd thro-j^Vou*. • "*"
refers to Hartree-Focfc initial state; "2" Included double excitation *.o the b-slc coirelaclr.p space. '.n 3.4
sr.d 5 the (3s,3p),(4s,4p), and (5s,5p,6p) orbitals, respectively, were cumulatively trar.sferrvd to the
correlating space.

c)

Parenthetical nur.ber is actual overlap in the Is hole state.
percentages of this value

d)

Ref. 4

e)

Our «6tlnate, from Celius' figure, Ref, 6

The relative peak intensities are gives as

-12SPlfWKI: GUTIO.VS
Simple model to ilhr-tiatc the effect of init i.il state con
figuration interaction on correlation-peak intensit i<-. in Ne Is
photocmis;.ion (not to scale).
tlic Ne

Kith Is exchange suppressed,

(Is hole) configuration manifold would closely rc-em!>le

the ground state manifold (left).

Introducing conf igurai ion

interaction, this 1:1 correspondence would also obtain fen the
eigenstates (right), ami a„ -. a', a. -. aj, etc.
arises primarily from path A.

The main peak

Paths It and C arise because Iln-

two configurations "look for themselves" in the correlation
state.

They are of roughly equal strength, hut the dashed path

(U) is weak.
Bar diagram of the 2p •>• np peak intensities for ci|:ht correlation
states of N'e

(Is hole).

As in text. Calculation 1 is llarlrcc

:

l ock in the initial state.

Calculation 2 includes correl.it ion,

but with no double-electron excitation into the liydherg orhitals.
Calculations 3, 4 and S include double excitation into the
(3s,3p), (3s,ep,4s,4p), and (3s,3p,4s,4p,Ss,Sp,(>p) orhitals
respectively.

The calculated energies have been shifted upward

by 0.8 eV to facilitate comparison with experiment.
Percentages of experimental correlation-state peak intensities
based on sura of npfupper) + np(lowcr), and total L-shcll
correlation energies, obtained from various initial-state cal
culations described in text.

The basic CI calculation picks up

much of the correlation energy, but the peak intensities arc
brought into reasonable agreement with experiment only as each
state is successively moved into the correlating space.
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